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Abstract
This thesis present the results of several seasons of fieldwork at the Dorset Palaeoeskimo
site at Point Riche, Newfoundland. It includes a detailed description of two months of
fieldwork that was conducted by the author in 2001 to gain additional data required in the
analysis of the site. This included an integrated geophysical and topographic survey and
the excavation ofa house depression. This evidence is considered along with data from
two depressions previously excavated by M. A. P. Renouf, Memorial University of
Newfoundland in the analysis and interpretation ofthe sileo It is proposed that variability
between the dwellings architecture and artefact distributions is the resuJt of a) the original
misinterpretation ofa midden-filled depression as a dwelling and b) changes in the
Dorset Palaeoeskimo settlement and subsistence pattern towards the end of their
occupation of the peninsula.
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CHAPTER)
Introduction
l.llntroducrion to research
This thesis presents the results of several seasons offieldwork conducted at the
Dorset Palaeoeskimo she (EeBi-20) at Point Riche, Newfoundland (Figure I). The site is
situated approximately 4 km southwest of the better known Dorset Palaeoeskimo site of
Phillip's Garden (EeBi-l). The Point Riche site consists of approximately 15 house
depressions that run along a raised beach terrace 100 m from the modern shoreline.
Figure 1. Location ofPoint Riche and Phillip's Garden
Between 1985 and 1991 excavation of two of the depressions by MAP. ReDouf,
Memorial University ofNewfoundland, revealed the remains of what were interpreted as
two Dorset Palaeocskimo houses: Feature 11 and House Feature 8 (Rcnouf 1985, 1986,
1987, 1992). Preliminary analysis of the houses' architectural features and artefact
assemblages demonstrated that there was considerable variability between the two
dwellings (Renouf 1992:70). Although some tentative suggestions were made to explain
this variation, many aspects of the site remaincd unresolved. The number of and
variability between house structures and associated data at Point Riche was unclear. 1be
season of occupation at Point Ricbe was ambiguous. The function of the site within the
settlement-subsistence pattern oflbe Dorset Palacoeskimo inhabitants of the area was
only partially understood. In 2001, Priscilla Rcnoufsuggestcd that 1return to Point Riche
to excavate a Ihird house depression to gain additional data on dwelling structure,
chronology, artefacts and faunal material, which were required to reach a fuller
understanding ofthe site.
1.2 Researcb questions
The 2001 field season at Point Rich,,: was set up to address four principal research
questions: 1) What are the number and distribution of house structures and associated
features at Point Riche? 2) What is the degree of architectural variability between house
structures at Point Riche? 3) Can activity areas be seen in the distribution of artefacts in
and around the houses? 4) How do we explain the variability that is observed between
\ Although Renouf(I99~}originaUy referred to Feature 1~ ~HolJSe Feature I", il is llOWtbooghttbatitS
original clllSSificmion lIS a house is incorrect. It Is., lhere(ore, I'Ilfem:d to ill this thesis merely as Fearure I.
the dwellings artefact assemblages? Each ofthese questions is dealt with individually
below.
What art! the number and distribution ofhouse structures aNd associatedfeatuh!S at
Point Richel
An earlier survey of the topographic features at Point Riche (Renouf 1985:18a)
identified 33 shallow depressions over an area ofapproximately 250 m x 130 m.
However, it was not clear from the topographic features alone which of these depressions
represented the remains of Dorset Palaeoeskimo dwellings. Many were believed to be
the remains of modem outbuildings associated with the lighthouse 200 m to the north, or
natural depressions relating to the drainage pattern of the limestone bedrock., clearer
examples of which could be seen on the exposed bedrock nearer the beach.
Test~pining determined that 19 of the depressions contained faunal material and
artefacts identified to the Middle Dorset period. The distribution of the eultural material
corresponded with the presence ofa waxy plant that covered an area approximately 40 m
x 50 m towards the southern extent of the depressions. This was believed to delimit the
site's extent. However, additional Palaeoeskimo material (EeBi·19), including fine-
grained chert flakes, microblades and a scraper, was identified directly west of the
lighthouse (Renouf 1985: 18). Additionally, test-pitting in 1991 revealed a thin black
culturalleve1 with a number of microbladcs below 30 em of peat, south of the waxy
vegetation (Renouf 1992:69). These two fmd spots were thought to indicate that either
the site was larger than originally thought, or that there were separate areas of
Palaeoeskimo activity/occupation in the area.
To address the issue of site size, during the 2001 field season I conducted an
integrated geophysical survey to map the number and distribution oCDorset
Palaeoeskimo dwellings at Point Riche. Geophysical survey techniques have the
advantage over a number of more traditional survey approaches, such as test pitting, in
that they provide for a rapid and non-invasive identification ofarchaeological features.
This allows for large areas to be I()()%, surveyed. The results also provide relatively
detailed site maps enabling the identification and interpretation of archaeological
features. At Point Riche it was anticipated that this would allow Dorset Palaeoeskimo
dwellings to be distinguished from the depressions that were the result of modem
buildings or natural hollows. An additional advantage ofgeophysical survey is that it
also has the potential to map archaeological features that have no identif13ble surface
trace. It was hoped that external features associated with the dwellings, such as middens
and hearths, would be identified. Two techniques were used, magnetometry and
resistivity (also known as conductivity).
Additional geophysical survey work was also conducted at a second Dorset
Palaeoeskimo site at Phillip's Garden to obtain survey data for comparison with Point
Riche. The site at Phillip's Garden is located approximately four kilometres northeast of
Point Riche along the Point Riche Peninsula (Figure 1). From previous excavations
(Harp 1976; Renouf1985, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992. 1993a) it was clear that the structural.
remains at Phillip's Garden were more substantial and better defined than those at Point
Riebe. It was therefore likely that any results from geophysical survey at Phillip's
Garden would be clearer and thus easier to interpret. It was anticipatod that the results of
gwphysical~ at Phillip's Garden would aid in the interpretation oftbe geophysical
results from Point Riche, which were expected to be more ephemeral.
What is tJrt arcIrit«tIlTtll WlriJJbility bdwv!tlt hDU$~strlldlitG fIJ Pow Ridle7
Between 1985 and 1991, excavation ofl"'"O of the depressions at Point Riche
revealed the remains of two Dorset Palaeoeskimo houses, Feature t and House Feature 8.
1bese two dwellings displayed considerable architectuml differences. Feature I (Fib'Ure
2). despite appearing as a clear depression on the surface (0.25 m in depth). turned out 10
be an ephemeral. feature masked by frequent W'ldulations in the limestone substrata. No
clear structural elements were identified and it ""115 interpreted as a dwelling based on the
presence of two bone filled pits (FeatUtt 2 and Feature 6) foW'ld within the depression
(Reoouf 1985:26) as this feature type had been found by both Harp (1976) and Reoouf
(1991) in well-defined dwelling! in Phillip's Garden.
House Feature 8 (Figure 3) consisted of 8 well-defined structure. 5.5 m in width
and 7.0m in length, with gravel walls uptoO.15 m in beightand 1.5 m in width on three
sides. The absence of the gravel wall in the west was thought to mark 8 possible opening
to the dwelling. Two small internal features were noted just inside the opening (Features
21 and 22). Feature 21 consisted ora pair of boles, 21.5 em and 9 em in depth which
fonned a narrow irregular pit 60 em in length by 30 em in width. Feature 22 was a small
pit 63 em in length, 40 em in width and 40 em in depth. Although 8 number ofartefacts
were found in both of these features, they were thought to be natural in origin (Renouf
1985).
Figure 2. Feature I (based on Renouf 1986:Figure 8)
Figure 3: House Feature 8 (based on Renouf1992: Figure 11)
A number of clearer features were found outside the dwelling (Figure 3). A linear
arrangement of large limestone and sandstone slabs (FeatUre 12), 2.5 m in length and 1.0
m in width, extended at right angles from the southwest corner of Feature 8.
Approximately 50 artefacts were found associated with this feature, including a variety of
stone tools, flakes and soapstone fragments. This feature was interpreted as the
equivalent of the axial pavements often found inside Palaeoeskimo houses (Renouf
1992:60). A hearth (Feature 24) was identified approximately 2 m east of House Feature
8. It consisted of a shallow pit, 70 em in diameter and 13 em in depth. It was filled with
ebarcoal·stained soil containing some bone and flakes. hnmediatety northwest of House
8 was a disturbed semicircular arrangement of fIre-burned cobbles and flat rocks (Feature
10). This was interpreted as a heating platform originally measuring approximately 0.70
m in diameter. A midden (Feature 14) was located 8 m west of House Feature 8. Shovel
testing suggested it measured approximately 5.0 m in length, 4.0 m in width and 0.10 m
in depth. It contained some bone, burnt seal fat and abundanl lithic artefacts.
To address the issue of variability in dwelling architecture I excavated a third
depression to establish if the level of variation between houses observed by Renouf could
be demonstrated for a third dwelling at the site. As only two dwellings had been
excavated it was unclear to what extent the differences were meaningful. The excavation
ofa third dwelling increased the data available for comparison. Furthermore, the results
oftile geophysical survey were used to provide additional data on the architectural layout
ofllie unexcavated dwellings and associated features at Point Riche, thereby adding
considerably to the infonnation available from excavation. The excavation of a third
dwelling also provided additional data on artefact densities and distributions required to
address a number of the other research questions. A comparison of the three excavated
depressions was than conducted to explain the different degrees of architectural
variability that was observed.
Can activity antIS be seen in the distribution ofartefacts in and around the how'es?
In this thesis I conduct a spatial analysis of artefact distributions at Point Riche to
establish the type and location of activities that took place: in and around the dwellings.
This type of analysis rests on two basic assumptions. First, that different functional
artcfact classes will reflect functionally specific activities. Second, that artefact location
will reflect the location of an activity. Both of these assumptions need to be questioned.
Inferences about the function of an activity area based on the presence or absence of
particuJar functional classes of stone tools can enco1U1ter difficulties, as there are
problems in detennining the specific function ofa stone tool from its shape alone (Odell
1981; Andrefsky 1997). The shape ofa stone tool does not necessarily correlate to a
particular function and some stone tools might have had a variety OffunctiOIlS
(Andrefsky 1997:125). To limit some ofthe inherent biases that might arise during the
identification of specific activity areas at Point Riche, inferences based on the
identification of tool functions were deliberately kept broad. For example, scrapers,
which might have had multiple functions, were taken to indicate the location ofa
processing/fabrication activity rather than a specific task. The artefacts were grouped
into their broad functional categories, which included hunting, tool production,
processing/fabrication and other, based on the tentative functional attribution presented
by McGhee (1979:112).
The second asswnption, which proposes that the provenience of an artefact
reflects lhe location of the activity associated with it, is potentially more problematic. It
has been demonstrated that many artefact distributions studies are flawed as they failed to
consider the contributions of various formation processes (Schiffer 1987:281). For
example, many studies that attempted to recognise activity areas on house floors failed to
consider the possibility that clusters of artefacts were created through refuse disposal.
This issue is particularly pertinent for the Palaeoeskimo dwellings at Point Riche, as both
excavation (Renouf 1997:27) and magnetometry at Phillip's Garden and at Point Riche
(Chapter 2) have demonstrated that dwellings are often filled with midden matcrial after
their abandonment The dumping of refuse in houses after their abandonment ha'J also
been documented amongst contemporary Inuit populations at Minguotok., Frobisher Bay
(Henshaw 2000:64). Therefore, before the spatial analysis of artefacts was conducted, an
attempt was made to distinguish material in and around the dwellings that did not relatc
to their occupation. Unfortunately, at Point Riche, most of the artefacts came from a
single stratigraphic horizon, making it impossible to separate artefacts from occupation
and post-occupation deposits on a stratigraphic basis. An alternative approach was
therefore necessary. In this thesis I explore the possibility that midden material inside the
dwellings can be identified on the basis ofthe structure (i.e., distribution and tool
diversity) ofthe artefact assemblages themselves. Jdo this by comparing the horizontal
distribution of artefact assemblages from the three dv.'Cllings at Point Riche to a midden
assemblage (Feature 14) from the site to establish whether any showed characteristics
similar to the midden in the way that the artefilcts were distributed. It was hypothesised
that an occupation deposit on a house floor should display a different structure within its
horizontal artefact distribution than a midden, as the two assemblages would have fonned
in very different ways. To test this hypothesis, the distributions were analysed
statistically through Nearest Neighbour Analysis and by visual inspection.
Another way that midden deposits might be distinguished from house floor
deposits is in the relative frequency of the different tool types in their artefact
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assemblages. McGhee (1979:51), in his analysis of the Independence J Palaeoeskimo
material from Pon Refuge, noted thai artefacts were differentially distributed between
feature types. It is therefore possible that middens might be distinguished on the basis of
their anefact assemblage composition. In particular, it was anticipated that middens
would have a greater range ofartefacts in their assemblages as a greater diversity of
artefact types has been hypothesised as being characteristic of secondary refuse deposits
(Schiffer 1987:282). This is because refuse deposits an: usually fonned from a
settlement's entire range ofactivities, whereas primary refuse deposits, such as an
activity area or house floor, tcnd to have a low diversity ofartefact types, being fonned
from a more restricted range ofactivities (Schiffer 1987:282).
The artefact assemblages from the three dwellings and the midden at Point Riche
were compared statistically through hierarchical cluster analysis with fourteen artefact
assemblages from other Dorset Palaeoeskimo sites from the island ofNewfoundJand,
including both midden and house assemblages, to establish if middens and houses could
be distinl:,'llished on the basis of their artefact assemblages. It was anticipated that if
middens could be distinguished as a generic feature type on the basis of their artefact
assemblages, then all the midden assemblages in the comparative analysis would group
together as a single cluster. This did not tum out to be the case. However, the
assemblages did appear to cluster on the basis of a number ofother variables. The
analysis was thcrefore extended to explore the reasons behind the variability in the
dwellings artefact assemblages and is discussed in greater detail in the following research
question.
II
Assemblages that were identified as contaminated with midden material were
removed from the activity area analysis. The remaining assemblages were examined to
see if there were anydiscernable activity areas based on the empirical observation of
horizontal artefact distributions presented on maps.
How do we explain the differences observed in /001 typefrequency between the
dwellings?
Following her excavations in 1985 and 1991, Renouf (1992:70) noted that there
were some significant differences in the proportions of functional artefact types between
Features 1 and 8. House Feature 8 had fewer soapstone fragments, endblades and
microblades, but significantly more core fragments and retouched flakes than Feature I.
These differences were thought to relate to different activities that were carried out at the
houses. However, it was unclear whether this also related to differences in the season of
their occupation. I directed the excavation ofa third house in 2001, producing an artefact
assemblage that was different again from the two dwellings excavated by Renouf. To
address the issue of variability in the nwnber and diversity of tool types between the
dwellings at Point Riche, Jundertook a statistical analysis of the artefact assemblages.
The approach taken was an extension of the hierarchical cluster analysis used to identifY
midden material.
The composition of artefact assemblages is particularly sensitive to a number of
natural and cultural processes (Schiffer 1987). For example, differences in preservation
conditions (Schiffer 1987), the length of a site's occupation (Yellen 1977) and the
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function ofa site within a bunter-gatherer adaptive system (Chatters 1987; Binford 1980)
can all influence the range and nwnber of artefacts in an assemblage.
As it was unclear which variable(s) might be influencing the composition of the
artefact assemblages, an approach was required that would allow various avenues to be
investigated simuJtaneously. One appropriate technique is hierarcbical cluster analysis,
which can be used in situations where very little is known about the structure of the data
being analysed (Shennan 1997:254). It is also a particularly suitable technique in
archaeology as there is a good fit bernun the kinds ofclassification tasks archaeologists
carry out and the type ofthings that cluster analysis does, namely produce groups on the
basis of similarity (Shennan 1997:253).
The artefact assemblages from Feature 1, House Features 8 and 30 and midden
Feature 14 were compared with a representative sample of other Dorset Palaeoeskimo
habitation sites on the island ofNewfoundland. The basic premise behind this approach
was that the cluster analysis would group together assemblages that had been influenced
by similar variables. If the dominant variable influencing the composition of an artefact
assemblage was feature type, we would expect the clusters generated by the cluster
analysis to reflect this. For example, alilhe midden assemblages would fall into one
group, and all dwelling occupation deposits would fall into another. However, ifthe
dominant variable was season of occupation, we 'WOuld anticipate the cluster analysis to
group the assemblages based on whether the sites had been occupied during the winter,
spring, summer etc. The results of the cluster analysis were, therefore, reviewed against a
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number of possible variables. including feature type, length ofoccupation, house
function, seasonality and site function, 10 see which made the most intuitive sense.
Only lithic artefacts were included in the analysis as this limited the number of
variables that could potentially affect the frequency oftoollypes in an assemblage. For
example, by excluding bone lools, the influence ofdifferential preservation conditions
between the assemblages was considerably reduced.
Once it was established which variable(s) were influencing the composition of
artefact assemblages, it was then possible to make inferences regarding differences that
were observed among the houses at Point Riche. Having achieved this, the resuItsofthe
cluster analysis were then compared to alternative lines of evidence from the Point Riche,
including the faWUlI data, house architecture and the distribution of artefacts to reach a
fuller understanding of the site as a whole.
The bulk of this thesis, Chapters 2, 3 and 4, presents a detailed description ofthe
methodology and results of the 2001 field season at Point Riche and Phillip's Garden.
Chapter 2 describes the survey component of the 200 I season and provides an
interpretation of the results in answer to the first research question, which sought to
understand the number and distribution of dwellings at the site. Chapters 3 and 4 present
a description only of the excavation component of the 2001 field season and include a
description ofthe House Feature 30 and artefacts respectively. The second half of this
thesis is eoncerned with a comparison of the results of the 2001 field season to data
obtained by Renouf in previous years. This includes, in Chapter 5, a comparison of
dwelling architecture to answer the question regarding architecturaI variability at the site.
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Chapter 6 explores the spatial distribution of artefBcts to establish if any distinct activity
areas can be observed in and around the dY.-ellings. 10 Chapter 7 Jinvestigate the
variabitit)· that is observed between the artefact assemblages at Point Riche and dnlw
together all the lines ofevidence to investigate the site's possible function and
seasonality. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 8.
15
CHAPTER 2
Tbe Survey
2.1 Introduction
'This chapter presents a description of the geophysical and topographic survey
component of the 2001 archaeological investigations at Point Riche. It outlines the
reasons for conducting the survey and provides a brief introduction to the principles of
the techniques used. lbis is followed by a more dClailed discussion of the survey
methodology and results.
The main purpose nCthe geophysical survey was to gain an accurate picture ofthe
number, type and distribution of house depressions at Point Riche. Although a number of
maps had been produced for the site it was still unclear how many Palaeoeskimo
dwellings existed. It was suspected that many of the depressions were not Palaeoeskimo
dwellings at all, but rather natural sinkholes or the remains of modem outbuildings
relating to the lighthouse (Renouf 1985:23). Additionally, preliminary analysis of the
two dwellings excavated in previous seawns indicated thaI there was considemble
variability in the house types at the site (Renouf 1992:70). It was unclear to what extent
this variability extended to other dwellings at Point Rich.e. AJthough a third depression
was to be excavated during the 2001 field season, it was hoped Ihat the results from the
survey would provide additional data on the main architectural features of many ofthe
house depressions at Point Riche without the need for excavation, thereby adding
considerably to the infonnation that would be available for analysis.
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An additional geophysical survey was conducted at the Dorset Palaeoeskimo site
at Phillip's Gardcn. The aim of the Phillip's Garden survey was to collect data that could
be compared to the survey results from Point Riche. As the structural remains at Phillip's
Gardcn are more substantial and well defined than those at Point Riche, they produced
results that were clearer and thus easier to interpret. These could then be used to aid the
interpretation ofthe results from Point Riche.
2.2 Principles of geophyskal survey
There are Ii number geophysical techniques that can provide rapid, non-invasive
survey of subsurface archaeological remains. Those used during the 2001 field season
were magnetometry and resistivity (sometimes referred to as conduclivity). The choice
of these techniques was based on a number of factors including the wide range of
archaeology that is potentially detectable through a combination of the two techniques,
their relatively fast speed in both the collection and processing of data and the availability
of the instruments.
2.2.1 Magnetometer survey
Magnetometer survey in archaeology is based on the measurement of small
anomalies in the earth's magnetic field that can be brought about by human activity. This
is possible as many of the rocks and soils of the earths crust are very weakly magnetic as
they are partially composed of iron compotmds. Different rocks and soils will have
varying levels ofmagnetismlmagnetic susceptibility depending upon the quantity and
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type ofiroo compounds in them. For example topsoil is generally more magnetic than
the underlying subsoil. As humans occupy a site they often redistribute these soils and
rocks or even artificially enhance the magnetic properties oftbem, thereby creating
observable anomalies in the earth's magnetic field (Clark 1990:(4). The unit of
measurement in magnetometry is the nanotesla (n1)=10·9 tesla (T).
For example, during the construction of a semi~subterranean dwelling, the topsoil
in the centre of the house is likely to be removed during the excavation of the central
depression. This topsoil might in tum be used in the construction ofthe house walls. In
such a scenario one would expect the central depression to have lower magnetic
properties, and the walls to have higher magnetic properties than the surrounding soil
matrix, which being undisturbed will be generally constant. Alternatively, materials ....ith
magnetic properties differing from those of the surrounding soil matrix might be used to
construct the dwelling. Stone, which often bas lower magnetic properties than topsoil,
would be a case in point.
Additionally, human activity can substantially enhance the magnetic susceptibility
of a soil, particularly through heating. Hearths, kilns and ovens display thermoremanent
magnetism, a permanent form of magnetism caused by the realignment of iron minerals
to the earth's magnetic field when they are heated to high tempemtures (above 675°C for
hacmatite, 565°C for magnetite) (Clark 1990:65). Such features often have very high
positive magnetic properties compared to the natunll soil and arc easily detected through
magnetometry. The same is true for features that contain a high proportion ofbumt
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material, as is often the case with midden deposits containing charcoal and fire-cracked
rocks, or house floors with occupational debris.
2.2.2 Resistivity survey
Resistivity is in principle very much like magnetometry, although the physical
property being measured is electrical resistance. Thc electrical resistance of the ground is
almost emirely dependent upon thc amount of moisture in it (Clark 1990:27). Buried
archaeological features will have different levels ofelectrical resistance from each other
and the surrounding soil depending upon the moisture content of their matrix. For
example a stone wall, being generally moisture resistant, will have a higher electrical
resistance than a pit filled with damp soil. These differences can be detected and
measured by a resistivity meter. Resistivity is specific resistance, which allows the
resistance of different materials to be compared. The unit of measurement is the ohm-
metre (O:-m): the resistance ofa one metre cube of a material when a potential of one volt
is applied between two opposite faces of the cube (Clark 1990:27).
2.3 (nstrumenaation
The survey instruments used in the 2001 field season were a Geoscan FM36
Fluxgate Gradiometer (magnetometry), a Geoscan RMI5 Soil Resistivity meter
(resistivity) and a Nikon DTMA5LG total station theodolite with IDS!48GX data
collector (topographic).
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2.4 Processing and display of data
The raw data were downloaded in Geoplot 2 where they were processed and
converted into images suitable for display. Each survey underwent the following
procedures: I) "De-spiking" to remove many of the readings that most likely resulted
from modem metal objects in the ground. 2) "Zero mean traverse" to remove the slope
effect in the graphics caused by natural background conditions of the survey area. 3)
"Interpolate X and Y" to smooth the graphics data between survey squares. This thesis
only presents processed images.
There are a number of display options available for the presentation of
geophysical data. Those presented here are in the grey scale format. This divides a given
range of readings into a set of number classes, each with a predefined shade of grey
(Ovenden-Wilson 1997). It is usuaJ for an increase in number class to correspond with an
increase in tone. This approach is particularly good at displaying an accurate plan of the
archaeological features. It also allows some variation between the strength of anomalies
on the same plot to be compared.
2.5 Survey descriptions1
2.5.1 Pbillip's Garden
The Dorset Palaeoeskimo site at Phillip's Garden is located approximately [our
kilometres northeast of Point Ricbe along the Point Riche Peninsula (Figure. I). It is
situated in a 1.8 hectare meadow bordered on three sides by thick stunted-spruce forest
Z The interpretation of survey results are based on conversations with Jeremy Taylor, University of
LeicesteT.tbe ge-ophysicist who supervise<l the geophysicaJ component of the 2001 fieldsellSOn.
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(Reoouf and MWItly 1999). The meadow encompasses three raised beach tmaees
ranging 6--11 m above the present sea level. Cultural material and the remains ofover 36
house depressions cover the upper two tmaees, 8-11 m above sea levd (Harp 1976:120).
The exact number ofhouse depressions is unknown as identification has, to date,
been based on observable swface topography and the presence of clumps of iris that
appear 10 favor the growing conditions within the depressions. Excavation has shown
that some houses are masked by midden material deposited after the abandonment of the
dwellings, while the encroaching forest obscures others. A corrected number of over 50
dwellings has been suggested (Renouf and MWItly 1999: 119) although the precise
number of dwellings at the sile is not known.
The area chosen for geophysical survey was in the southwestern comer of the site
(Figw-e 4). This area \\o'llS selected as it was the only part of the site that had oot
undergone substantial excavation in previo~years. The site grid, firsl set up by Parks
Canada in 1984, was reestablished with the aid ofa tola1 station theodolite and used for
all subsequent survey. The geophysics grid consisted of five 20 m x 20 m and three 20 m
x 10 m blocks (a total of2600 m2). Due to the limiled time available (a single day) only
a broad interval magnetometer survey was conducted at Phillip's Garden. Readings were
logged at 1m intervals along parallel traverses spaced 1m apart
21
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Figure 4. Uxf1(jon ofmagnetometer sUrlley at Phillip's Garden
One of the most striking aspects of the Phillip's Garden magnetometer survey is
the large number of small anomalies (Figure 5: 1\) that lie outside the house depressions
(Figure 5: C), particularly toward the southern end oftbe survey. Most appear to be
round. measuring approximately I m in diameter. The size and shajX': of these features
suggest that they arc likely to be pits filled with organic matter and/or areas of burning
such as hearths.
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Figure 5. Resulls ofmagnetometer sun'ey ofPhillip's Garden
..4: Small ''pit"' anomalies. So' Linear anomalies. C: BII7;ed House Depression
It is interesting that most ofthese small features are spatially separated a\\'aY from
the houses. Many are located towards the back of the middle terrace between twO distinct
clusters of houses visible on the surface, one group situated towards the front afthe
survey area and one group towards the back of the site] (Figure 6). This suggests that the
inhabitants of Phillip's Garden structured their settlement in such a way as to separate
deliberately the different components from one another. Without excavation the nature
of these components is unclear, although as most afthe anomalies appear to be the shape
J The lkpresstons at the back ohM sile, recorded in the topographic survey (Figure 6: yellow circles), do
noc show up in the geophysical sun"ey (FiglUC 5). The reason for this is that they were not filled with
middm mBleria! and were thus invisible to the magnetometer. This is explained in mocc detail lalcr in the
lext
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and size of pits it is possible that there was somc degree of fonnalized disposal of refUse
away from the dwellings.
DHoll~depreSSlon
.Geophyslcalanomoly
Woodland
Figure 6. Tupographic features and interpreled magnetic anomulies ut Phillip's Garden
Also noticeable in the survey results are a number of slightly larger sub-
rectangular features measuring approximately 2 ill in length and I m in widtb (Figure
5:H). lbese bear a remarkable similarity in size and shape to groves and in many
contexts might be interpreted as such. How~ver, although a single child burial was
recovered from one of the houses at Phillip's Garden (Harp and Hughes 1968:17), D<lrset
Palaeoeskimo burials from the area tend to be restricted to caves (Brown 1988:68; Harp
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and Hughes 1968:8). It is more likely that these features are diffuse middens or
elongated refuse pils. Alternatively, they may be external axial features similar to the one
identified outside House Feature 8 at Point Riche (Renoof 1992:60).
Also visible in the magnetometer survey are number of largc round anomalies
approximately 5 m in diameter (Figure 5: C). These are almost certainly house
depressions that have been completely filled with midden material to leave no surface
trace. While the presence of buried houses at the site has long been known (Renoufand
Murrey 1999:119), it has proven difficult to calculate their extent across the site.
Comparison ofthc magnetic anomalies to the topographic features of the site (Figure 6)
shows at least three buried houses (large red circles) compared to ten examples visible as
surface features (yellow circles). lfthis ratio of three to ten is similar across the whole
site, it is possible that there are up to 70 houses at Phillip's Garden (based on a previous
estimate of 50 by Renouf 1999:119).
One nOlable feature of the survey is that many of the house depressions (those that
are clearly visible as surface features) are not visible in the magnetometer survey (Figure
6). TIlls is the result oflbe structural elements of the houses, for examplc the walls, being
constructed from materials that have the similar magnetic properties to the surrounding
soil matrix, which in this case is limestone. It would appear that features become
detectable only whcn they become filled or mixed with a material that is significantly
different from thc surrounding soil matrix, for example midden material.
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2.S.2Point Riehe
lbe Dorset Palaeoeskimo site at Point Riche (EeBi-20) is located on the
southeastern comer of the Point Riche Peninsula, approximately four kilometres west of
the modem town of Port au Choix (Figure 1). It is situated on an exposed and slightly
elevated grassy terrace, averaging 10m above high water mark4, that runs parallel to and
approximately 150 m from the modem shoreline. The geology of the point consists of
well-bedded, dark grey, fossilferous limestone with characteristic dolomite-argillaceous
scams (Dept. of Mines and Energy 1992).
Four surveys wt:re conducted at Point Riche over a period oftive days:
topograpllic survey, resistivity survey, broad interval magnetometer survey and elose
interval magnetometer survey. Each is discussed separately below.
2.5.2.1 Topognaphie survey
The aim of the topographic survey was to map the number and distribution of
potential house depressions at Pomt Riche. These depressions could then be compared to
the results from the geophysical surveys to establish which were most likely cultural
rather than natural in origin. Depressions thai \\-'ere elearly modem, those mostly situated
adjacent to the road that runs from Port au Choix to the Point Riche lighthouse, were not
ineludcd in the survey.
The site grid, first set up by Parks Canada in 1984, was reestablished and used to
locate all subsequent survey and excavation provenience data. The survey was conducted
• All elevations in this report given as height above lrigh water mark
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using a total station theodolite with readings logged automatically in a data collector.
The data were doy,'tlioaded and converted in Surveylink to a format suitable for the GIS
software Mapinfo, where it was manipulated to create the site maps.
A total of 39 potential Palaeoeskimo dwetlings was recorded (Figure 7). Most of
these were identified as surface depressions. However, a number ofregu(ar shaped
clusters of iris were atso included in lhe counl as it was noted that these flowers appeared
to favour the growing conditions provided by house depressions at Phillip's Garden
(Renouf and Murray 1999: 119). The majority of these features ran approximately north-
south, squeezed between the terraee edge than ran parallel to the shore line and a marshy
areasiruat.ed to the east.
Figure 7. Location ofsurvey grid and topographic features ot Point Riche
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2.5.2.2 Resistivity survey
A 120 m x 60 m geophysics grid was laid out by total station theodolite over the
area believed to be the focus of Palaeoeskimo settlement as identified by Renouf
(1985:20) (Figure 7). Because ofthe relatively slow speed of resistivity only the 12
easternmost blocks were surveyed. Resistivity was conducted using a twin probe
ammgement with readings logged at 1m intervals along zig-zag traverses spaced 1m
apart within the 20 m2 blocks.
The results of the resistivity survey (Figure 8) were disappointing as no
archaeological features were detected. This was mostly because of massive changes in
soil moisture across the site that went from exposed bedrock to a waterlogged marsh
within a distance of 20 m. Such massive and rapid changes in soil moisture, which have
a direct relationship with the electrical resistance of the ground, masked any ofthe subtle
changes in electrical resistance that may have been expected from the archaeological
features.
Although no clearly definable dwellings were identified in the resistivity survey,
comparison of the results with the surface features recorded in the topographic survey did
show some of the depressions to correspond with areas of very low resistance (Figure 9).
As low resistance is indicative ofa wetter, more conductive deposits, it is likely thai these
depressions are the result of solution hollows in the limestone bedrock or silted-up
streambeds rather than cultural activity. Both ofthese natural feature types were present
elsewhere on the site and produced similar low resistance anomalies in the survey (Figure
28
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Figure 8. Results ofresistivity sun'ey af Poinr Riche
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Figure 9. Resistivity results with the topographic features at Point Riche
The location of these low resistance features was also in stark contrast to the
location of most of the other depressions, including those confirmed to be houses through
subsequent excavation. These were situated on the driest part of the site that ran parallel
to and approximately 10 m east of the terrace edge (seen as the high resistance black line
running north-south in Figure 9: B) and demonstrate that the Dorset Palaeoeskimos
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deliberately avoided the wetter areas when selecting a location for the constroction of a
dwelling. It is likely then that the depressions that lie in low resistance areas (e.g. Figure
9: top left depressions) are likely to be natural and can therefore be discoWlted as
potenlial Palaeoeskimo dwellings.
2.5.2.3 Magnetometer survey
A broad interval survey was conducted over the entire 120 m x 60 m survey grid
(Figure 7). Readings were logged at 1m intervals along parallel traverses spaced 1m
apart within 20 m2 blocks. The results of the initial survey (Figure 10) were
disappointing as the interval between readings proved to be too wide to pick up the subtle
nature of the archaeology. To improve the resolution a close interval survey was
conducted with readings logged every 0.25 m along parallel traverses spaced 0.50 m
apart (Figure II). Although this increased the number of readings eightfold, the
additional time required for a close interval survey meant that the surveyed area had to be
reduced to the eight eastern-most grid squares. Fortunately this 120 m by 40 m area was
centred over the greatest concentration of depressions.
The most striking features in the surveys (Figures 10 and II) are the sharp black
and white anomalies towards the centre of the plots. These should be ignored as they are
produced by metaJ objects, the result of the Parks survey pegs and grid pegs left in the
ground in previous season's excavation areas.
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Figure 10. Results o/broad inferm! magnetometer sprveyat Poin! Riche
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Figure J2. Interpretation of(he magnetometer survey at Point Riche
The clearest archaeological feature in the magnetometer survey was a rectangular
Structure just north of centre in the close interval survey (Figure 11: A and 13). This is
clearly an historic building consisting oflhree rooms. Interestingly. the surface traces of
this building were identical 10 the Palaeoeskimo dwellings at the sile, aU showing up as a
sub-rounded depressions and it was included in the original site map (Renouf 1985:22a).
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Its identification as an historic structure demonstrates the ability of magnetometry to
differentiate between historic and prehistoric structures at Point Riche and allowed a
more accurate estimate oftbe number of Dorset dwellings on the site to be made.
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Figure 13. Detail ofmagnetometer survey at Point Riche showing historic building
Most of the other anomalies identified in the survey are extremely weak. The
clearest are in the top right hand comer of the survey (Figure II: B and C). Anomaly B
appears as a round area of negative magnetism surrounded by a semi-circle of positive
magnetism (Figure 14). Not only did the location of this anomaly corresponded with a
well-defined surface depression, it also showed distinct similarities in form with House
Feature 8 excavated in 1991 (Renouf 1992:46-56). The anomaly appeared to show a
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central depression surrounded by a horse-shoe shaped wall, identical to the architecture
of House Feature 8 (Figure 3) and it was on this basis that it Vt1lS chosen for subsequent
excavation (House Feature 30).
Figwe 14. Detail ofmagnetometer survey al PfJim Riche showing PalaeoeJkimo house
The advantage of following geophysical sUlVey with excavation is that it allows
known features types to be compared to the geophysical anomalies that they produce.
These can then be used to interpret similar anomalies recorded elsewhere in the survey.
For example, the semi-cirele of positive magnetism recorded around the depression in the
geophysical survey was found to relate to a platform that was identified during the
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subsequent excavation oftbe depression. Similar anomalies observed around
unexcavmed depressions are therefore likely to be platforms.
The results of the dose interval survey show negative magnetic "halos" around
four of the depressions (Figutt II: D). As suggested above, we .....OlIld expect these to
represent platfonns similar to those identified with House Features 8 and 30. 1be reason
that they show up as a negative mther than a positive anomaJy, as was the case with
House Feature 30, might be explained as a result ofthe different building materials that
the Dorset Palacoeskimo used to construct their house platforms. House Feature 30's
platfonn, wltich produced a positive magnetic signal, was constructed from a clay rich
earth bank. House Fcature 8'5 platfonn, however, was conslnlCted from a limestone
gravel bank (Renouf 1992:51). The survey results from Phillip's Garden suggest that
fcarures consln.lcted from limestone will have very low magnetic properties and will be
undistinguishable from the natumllimestone gravel substrata. This was also observed
with House Feature 30 where the section of tile platfonn constructed from limestone
rocks sho~ a lower magnetic signal than the section constructed from day rich earth.
The low magnetic halos around the \IDeXC3vated dwellings may therefore be gravel
platforms similar to House Feature 8 rather than the earth bank seen in House Feature 30.
The other dear anomaly in the north oftbe survey (Figure II: C) appeared as a
sub-rectangular area of positive magnetism approximately 4 m southwest ofanomaly B
(House Feature 30). The characteristics ofthis anomaly suggested that it might be caused
by a spread ofbumt material and organic malter, most likely thc resull of a diffuse
midden. The proximity of this feature to House Feature 30 led us 10 believe that il was
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probably a midden associated with the house and it was therefnre chosen for limited
excavation. However. it proved to be a Groswater activity area.
The remaining anomalies all appeared as circular areas of positive magnetism of
varying sizes (Figure 10 and II). The results from the survey at Phillip's Garden
suggested tiult some of these probably represent depressions that had been filled with
midden material. Interpreting the numerous very small anomalies is more difficult. They
may represent small external pits and/or areas ofbuming such as hearths. However, it
should be noted that the two hearths subsequently identified outside House Feature 30 did
not show up in the magnetometer survey at all. Additionally, two relatively strong
magnetic anomalies observed immediately east and west of the central depression of
House Feature 30 (Figure 14) had no corresponding archaeological feature when
excavated. However, if the small magnetic anomalies are pits it is interesting that they,
like at Phillip's Garden, are spatially separated away from the house depressions. Again
this might be interpreted as a fonnal division ofdifferent activities at the site.
2.6 Interpretation
The results of the resistivity survey allowed us to suggest which of the surface
depressions identified in the topographic survey were natural in origin. Likewise a
comparison of the topographic data with the magnetometer survey results clearly shows
which depressions are associated with magnetic anomalies and which are not (Figure 15).
As these anomalies are produced by human activity it seems reasonable to suggest that of
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all the depressions at Point Riche, those with anomalies are most likely to be Dorset
Palaeoeskimo dwellings.
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Figure /5. Topographic sun'ey and interpreted magnetic anomalies at Point Riche
Figure 16 presents a map of the main Dorset Palaeoeskimo features at Point
Richc. It includes depressions that had associated magnetic anomalies (apart from thc
historic structure). Depressions outside the survey area or those masked by the anomalies
produced by the grid pegs are also shown but labelled undetennined. AJso included are a
number of the stronger anomalies from the magnetometer survey that had no identifiable
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surface trace, as it is believed that these are pits and/or other archaeological features.
excludes depressions thought to be natural solution hollows (based on the resistivity
survey) and those depressions that appeared highly amorphous in the topographic survey.
Figure 16. Map ofHouse depressions and cultural features at Point Riche
At least 10 dwellings can be seen to run north-south, parallel to and
approximately 10 m east of the terrace edge (Figure 16). This is an ideal location as it
places the houses just behind the terrace ridge, which not only provides protection from
the prevailing wind but is also the driest part of the site Gudging by the resistivity
results). It is also a convenient location for fresh water that runs as a stream 10m to the
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east as weU as providing a clear vantage point out to sea Although this terrace is
approximlllely 100m from the prc9Cnt shoreline it is probable that it was considerably
closer during the Dorset occupation oftbt site. Renouf and Bell (1997:54) have
suggested that the "'Type A" sea level curve is the most appropriate flX the Pon au Cboix
region. The "type A' curve shows sea levels approximately 1·2 m above current levels
during the time of Dorset Palaeeoeskimo occupation of the site. This put the active
shoreline approximately 50 m from the site.
The spatial distribution of houses shows remarkable regularity, with most spaced
along the terrace edge approximately J0 m away from one another. Given this regularity
it is possible that at least five of the undetennined depressions thal fall into this regular
spacing are also dwellings. This would put the lotal count of houses at 15. A number of
additional small archaeological features cluster along the outer edge of the terrace
towards the centre of the site.
A number of depressions can also be seen to nm off at approximately 90 degrees
to the main group down the terrace slope. While three do have positive magnetic
anomalies associated with them it is believed that they are more likely to be midden
deposits dumped in convenient natural hollo",'S. The depressions are relatively small and
irregular and they run parallel to an old streambed that follows a natural fault in the
limestone bedrock.
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CHAPTER 3
The Enavation
3.1 Introduction
nus chapter presents a description of the excavation component of the 2001
archaeological investigations at Point Riche. It outlines the excavation and rerording
methods used and provides a phased description of individual features and deposits. A
more detailed description of individual features and deposits can be found in appendix 1.
1lte purpose of the excavation was to obtain additional data that would allow many ofthe
research questions outlined in Chapter 1 to be addressed. This data are analysed and
compared to data obtained by Renouf in the following chapters.
3.2 Excavation and recording metbods
Two trenches, Areas 1 and 2. were excavated during the 2001 field season (Figure
17). Ihc location ofthe trenches was primarily based on the results of the magnetometer
survey. This clearly showed a number of magneiic anomalies associated with one of the
depressions that lay approximately 20 m north ofHouse Feature 8, excavated by Renouf
in 1991. The strength and clarity of the anomalies suggested that the archaeology in this
area remained relatively undisturbed. Area I. a 10 m x 10 m trench., was opened up to
investigate this depression and any close extemal features that might relate to it. Area 2
was a small 3 m x 1 m test trench that was oriented to investigate a large positive
magnetic anomaly that was identified 4 m to the southwest of the depression. The
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magnetic signature of lhis feature and its close spatial proximity to the depression
suggested that it might be a midden associated wilh the dwelling.
Figure 17. Location of excavation trenches at Point Riche
1bc turfltopsoil was initially removed \\iih shovels. However, it soon became
clear that artefacts were to be found immediately below the turf so excavation switched to
trowels to remove as thin a turf layer as possible. All deposits, features and fills were
excavated by hand, numbered and recorded as part of a continuous stratified sequence
(MOLAS 1994: section 1.2). Each was recorded in plan and section as appropriate.
Artefacts were numbered as part ofa continuouscatalogue number sequence in
accordance wilh lhe Parks Canada recording sysr:rn and located in three dimensions with
the use ofa total station theodolite. Individual flakes and bone fragments were also
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located in three dimensions through the use of a total station theodolite and catalogued to
1 m1 units for each deJX)sit. All deposits, apart from the turflevell, were IWill dry
sieved through a 4 mm. mesh. Environmental samples were taken as appropriate and
processed on site using bucket flotation through a 500 ~ mesh. All charcoal was located
in three dimensions by the total station theodolite and collected for radiocarbon dating.
Photography was through black and white print, colour transparency and video.
At the beginning of the 2001 field season it was intended to identify and follow
the levels and deposits that had been identified during the two previous field seasons
(Renouf 1986:24; 1992:46). in this way it was hoped that identical level numbers could
be assigned to deposits that were most likely the same. However, it soon became clear
that this would not be possible as the number, type and sequence ofdeposits in Area.. 1
and 2 were different from those identified in previous seasons. As a result the level
numbering system was abandoned mid--excavation and all deposits, cuts and features
were allocated a single "Feature" number regardless of whether they might be considered
a feature in the archaeological sense or not. Fills of cuts were assigned the same feature
number as the cuts themselves in order to follow the previous season's recording system
as closely as possible. This did not prove to be a problem as no one cut had more than a
single fill. A total of7 levels (levels 1-7) and 34 "Features" (Features F30-F63) were
identified. Levels mayor may not correspond to Levels with the same number from
previous seasons. Features were numbered from the first available unused number from
the 1992 season.
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3.3 StratigrJlpby
The stratigraphy at Point Riehe was generally shallow with an average total depth
of20 em (Figure 19). The deposits within the depression were slightly deeper, measuring
up to 45 em in total depth. The stratigraphy for Area I is presented as a Harris Matrix
(Figure 18). This is a graphical representation ofthe relative stratigraphic positions of
the different deposits and features recorded during the excavation (Harris 1989:34).
CJ Slrocloralfranm:
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Figure 18. Area I Harris Matrix
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The sequence of deposits in Area 2 varied remarkably from Area 1 despite being
only 3 metres away (Figures 20 and 21), The most notable difference was the presence
ofa peat deposit, Level 7, instead of the topsoil Levell. The stratigraphic sequence for
Area 2 is presented as a Harris Matrix below (Figure 22).
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Figure 20. West facing profile through Area 2
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Figure 2J. North Facing profile through Area 2
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Figure 22. Area 2 Harris Matrix
3.4 Phased description
This section presents a phased description of the features and deposits excavated
during the 2001 field season. This describes the archaeology as a sequence of events that
led to the site's fonnation, in a sense a site history. Phasing was based on the stratified
relationships between arcilaoological features and deposits augmented by the
identification of cuJturally diagnostic artefacts. Features with no stratigraphic
relationships or culturally diagnostic finds were tentatively assigned 10 phases through
spatial relationships. Three principal periods have been identified:
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Period 1: Groswater Palaeoeskimo
Period 2: Dorset Palaeoeskimo Phase I
Period 3: Dorset Palaeoeskimo Phase U
3.4.1 Period 1: Groswater Palaeoeskimo
The earliest identified occupation identified in Areas I and 2 was represented by a
spread of Oat limestone rocks (Feature 49) (plate 6; Figure 23) located in Area 2. It was
dated to the Groswater period on the basis of a number of diagnostic Groswater
Palaeoeskimo artefacts (Plate I).
Plale I. Groswaler arlefaclsftom Fealure 49 and 50
However, the presence of 13 tip-flute spalls in the area also attests to some Dorset
Palaeoeskimo activity. As these two phases of activity were not separated
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stratigraphically, it is possible that some ofthe culturally undiagnostic artefacts,
particularly the flakes, are also Dorset Palaeoeskimo. However, examination of the raw
material utilization between Areas 1 and 2 show some marked differences (Figure 24).
i 00
Figure 23. Period 1: Groswaler Palaeoeskimoftatures in Area 2
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Figure 24. Differences in raw material utilization between the Groswater and Dorset
Palaeoeskimo at Point Riche
The raw material found in Area I 'was almost exclusively Cow Head chert
(98.~J.),whereas there was a greater range ofmateriaJs from Area 2 with a notable
increase in Ramah chert. Anton (2002). in her analysis of Early Dorset and Groswater
sites in Northern Labrador, has observed that there was a marked decrease in the range of
raw materials used by the Early Dorset compared to the Groswater Palaeoeskimo. This
would support the notion that most of the material found in Area 2 was generated by
Groswater Palaeoeskimo activity. A single radiocarbon date (uncalibratcd) of 1830 +/-
40 BP (0018-160978) was recovered from the feature.
Many of the rocks in Area 2 were fire-<:racked or had been discoloured to a
pinkish-black through heating. They appeared to have been laid down to form a surface,
although the precise nature of this feature was unclear given the limited area that was
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exposed. The results from the magnetometer swvey (Figure II) suggested that it covered
an area at least 5 m by 4 m, which would not be an unreasonable dimension for a house
floor. Mixed around the stones were thin lenses of blackened soil and grey ash-like
deposits.
Lying on top of the stones was a single round cake ofbumt seal fat (Feature 51)
(Plate 6), approximately 0.23 m in diameter, as well as many other smaller pieces of
bumt fat concentrated to the north of the area (Figure 25). Numerous artefacts associated
with the processing of animals, including scrapers, microblades, burin-like tools and
bifacially worked knives were also found lying on top of the stones. Most of these were
ooncentrated to the south ofthe area. Also present were hundreds of small chert flakes
and a number of core fragments.
Another possible Groswaler feature (Feature 33) was identified in Area 1
approximately one m south of House F30 (Figure 26. Plate 3). Like Feature 49, it also
consisted of an amorphous collection of flat limestone rocks, although none showed
evidence ofbuming. No clear stnlctural function could be detennined. It was tentatively
assigned to the Groswatcr Period on the basis of a single box·based endblade found in
association with the feature. However. it may alternatively have been the badly disturbed
remains of an external axial feature. similar to that (Feature 12) identified with House
Feature 8 (Renouf 1992:60). Feature 33 was located and oriented almost identically to
Feature 12 although. unlike Feature 12. there was no associated artefact cluster found
with Feature 33.
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Figure 25. Distribution ofArtefacls in Area 2
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3.4.2 Period 2: Pond Palaooesltimo Phase I
The second period of occupation at Point Riche identified during the 2001 season
saw the construction of a semi~sub1erranean dwelling (House Feature 30) approximately
10 m east ofthe terrace edge that runs parallel to the beach (Figure 27. Plate 2). A U~
profile pit (Feature 63) (plate 6) 3.60 m in length. 3.10 m in width Wld 0.60 m in depth
was cut through a thin topsoil (Level 3) into the underlying natural gravel deposits (Level
5). A low earth bank (Feature 45) was built up on the eastern side of the depression to a
height of 0.11 m (Figure 26). This counteracted the natural break ofsJope of the ground
surface that falls to the east and created a level living area approximately 1.6 m wide
around the central depression.
Figure ]6. Detail ofprofile through the earth bank (Feature 45) ojHouse Feature 30
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Figure 27. Period 2: Dorset Palaeoeskimo Phase I
(QUO includes possible GrMWater ftDlUre FJJ)
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This living area was clearest at the southern end of the dwelling where an
armngement of flat limestone rocks (Feature 40) was constructed to fonn a "bench" 2.16
m in length by 1.64 m in width (Figures 28, Plate 4).
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Figure 28, Detail ofprofile through the "bench" (Feature 40) ofHouse Feature 30.
The southern extent of this feature was clearly defined and fonned a gentle semi-
circle that mirrored the curvature of the central depression. This line marked the position
ofthe outer wall of the bouse. The living surfuce around the rest of the dwelling was
defined by a highly compacted soil (Feature 42) (Plate 4). This deposit did not appear to
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have been deliberately laid down but rather represented the consolidation of the floor of
the house through compaction. This too averaged 1.6 ID in width, which would have
made the entire dwelling approximately 6.50 m in diameter.
A linear arrangement of limestone cobbles (Feature 60) (Plate 5) 1.44 m in length
by 0.78 m in width, ran north to south through the centre oflhe depression. A large flat
limestone slab (Feature 61) (plate 5) had been placed at the southern end of these
cobbles. These two features effectively divided the house into two halves and it is
possible that they represent a fonn ofaxial feature, an architectural structure that is often
found in the houses of Dorset Palaeoeskllno dwellings (Maxwell 1985: 153).
To",-ards the southeastern comer of the house just outside the central depression
was an amorphous arrangement offour irregular limestone rocks (Feature 48). These
rocks, although preswnably deliberately placed, showed no clear function. They may
have served as some fonn of pot stand, as the stones were very similar to those found
associated with a heating platfonn (Feature 38) found outside the dwelling. However, the
stones showed no signs ofbuming and 00 charcoal was found near the feature. It may
alternatively have served as a post-pad (foundation to a vertical roof support).
Establishing the location of the dwelling's entranceway proved difficult as no
clear architectural evidence of one was found. A gap in the compacted earth floor was
noted on the western side of the d...,'elling, although one might have expected an
entranceway to show more evidence ofcompaction, or wear and tear, rather than less.
However, this area also coincided with a gap in the artefact distribution as well as a
strange low magnetic anomaly in the magnetometer survey (Figure 14: the white tail
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emanating out of the western side of the depression). It is therefore believed that this is
the most likely JXlsition for the entran~. Having the entrance located on the western side
of tile dwelling would make sense, as it would have provide4 clear vantage out to sea.
On the floor of the central depression were the remains of an occupation deposit
(Feature 59) that consisted of crushed bone chips (Plate 5) and occasional charcoal flecks.
Lying directly on top of this deposit, apparently abandoned when the house went out of
use, was a whetstone/abrader (plate 7), a number of sections of sled ronner (Plate 8) and a
piece of worked whale rib (plate 9) that rnay have been a structural element in tbe
superstructure of the house.
Approximately 2 m around the outside of the house was a number of small
features and activity areas. Although no stratigraphie relationship between these features
and the house was established, their spatial proximity and regular placement from the
dwelling make it clear that they relate to the occupation of the bouse. It was not possible
however, to ascertain whether they related to the ftrst or second phase ofoccupation or a
mixture of the two. They are described as part of Phase I merely as a matter of
convenience.
Immediately to the cast of the house was an arrangement of flat limestone rocks
(Feature 39) piled into two stacks 12 cm apart to form a structure approximately 50 cm
square and 13 cm in height (Figure 29, Plate 4). It had been constructed in a shallow
round pit (Feature 57) (plate 5) that had subsequently filled with a dark greasy soil
(Feature 44). The greasy nature of the soil around this feature, which is thought to
originate from seal fat, may indicate that it originally served as a JXlt stand.
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Figure 29. "Pol-$tand" Fealiln 39
Immediately .....est of the house was a smalJ stone pad (Feature 38) 0.39 m in
length by 0.35 m in width and 10.0 m in height constructed from relatively thick
limestone rocks (FigW'C 30. Plate 3). The stones showed signs of severe heating and had
disintegrated to a fine sand in many places. This fcatwe was believed to be a formalized
hearth that lay directly outside the proposed entranceway to the dwelling.
'9
Rockd;sjnl~ted
lhroogb burning
Igneous rock
Figure 30. Hearth/heating platform Feature 38
Another hearth (Feature 35) was situated approximately 3 m north east of the
house. Unlike Feature 38, no arrangement had been made to fonnalize this feature. It
consisted ofa small sub-rectangular pit 0.70 m in length. 0.52 m in width and 8 em in
depth, which appeared to have bumt into the ground rather than having been deliberately
excavated. Many charcoal flecks and burnt pieces of soil were within its fill were.
A number of large flat limestone slabs (Feature 34 and Feature 53) were around
the house (Plate 3). The function of these remained unclear, although the presence of
similar slabs inside the house suggested that they might have been used as expedient
work surfaces. However, no artefact distributions were found in association with the
external slabs, nor could any evidence ofuse be seen on their surface. They were,
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however, highly eroded so it is unlikely that any would have survived, as most of tile
upper surface had flaked away. They may alternatively have acted as some Conn oftent
fixing, perhaps acting as weights for the skin walls of the dwelling.
The dwelling then tUlderwent a period ofabandonment during which time up to
0.17 m of gravel (Feature 54) eroded into the central depression.
3.4.3 Period 3: Donet Palaeoe!kimo Phase II
The reoccupation ofthe house is marked by the reestablishment ofa large central
limestone slab (Feature 46) placed inside the depression directly on top of the eroded
gravel (Feature 54) (Figure 31, Plate 4). No attempt appears to have been made to re-
excavate the centre ofthe house. A large pit (FeatW'C 47) (Plate 5) 1.18 m in length. 0.70
m in width and 0.21 m in depth wa<; cut into the centre of the southern face of the cenlral
depression immediately besides the stone slab (Feature 46). The function of this was
undetennined although it may originally have supported the stone vertically. However,
no packing stones were observed in or close by the pit and it is thought that the stone slab
most probably served as a work surface.
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Two postIstake holes (Feature 55 and Feature 56) were excavated into the centre
oftbe house through the eroded gravel (Feature 54), presumably to hold roofsupports.
The living platform around the nouse appears to have been modified with the addition of
turf "matting" (Feature 31=Feature 36) (Plate 2), although it is possible that this deposit
represented n natural turf development associated with the abandonment of the house. It
is not, however, believed to be collapsed roofing materiaVinsulation as it was not
identified inside the dwelling, nor is it believed to be the remnants of a turfwall as the
deposit was so thin. Whatever its original purpose, it appears to have functioned as the
floor of the house platform during tbe Phase II occupation, as it had a distinct artefact
distribution lying on top of it. The limits of the turf, particularly Feature 31, were
extremely difficult to define. It appears to have spread to the north and south away from
the dwelling. However, extent of the turfis probably a result of disturbance following
the final abandonment of the house mther than a reflection ofthe original shape of the
dwelling platfonn.
It should be noted that the interpretation of a two-phased Dorset occupation is
based on two deposits inside the dwelling. The first was the eroded gravel deposit
(Feature 54) inside the central depression and the second was the turf(Feature
31=Feature 36) addition to thc living platform. The gravel (Feature 54) separated what
was believed to be two floor surfaces, the earlier clearly marked by an occupation deposit
(Feature 59) the second less so by the placement of a single stone slab (Feature 46) in the
centre of the depression. The turf(Feature 31=Feature 36) around the central depression
clearly divided two distinct artefact distributions and was therefore taken to be a
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deliberate modification to the platform with the addition ofa turf matting prior to a
second phase ofoccupation. However if the stone slab (Feature 46) had originally been
supported \,ertically within the pit (Feature 47) it may have been contemporary with the
rust phase ofoccupation. oo.ly to tip over after the ccnual depression bad filled with
gravel (Feature 54) to give the appearance that it had been pJaced on top of the gravel
deliberately at a later date. The turf could equally be explaioed as a natural soil
development after the abandonment of the bouse, some oftbe artefacts becoming
incorporated into its matrix to give the appearance of two distinct activity horizons.
&jually problematical is tbe relationship between the deposits of the living
platfonn around the house and those inside the depression, as no direct stratigraphic
relationship bet\\-een the two could be found.. As two potential phases of activity were
identified for both the living platform and the central depression the simplest
interpmation was to place the earlier period oruse of tile depression and platform
together as one phase and the later period ofuse ofboth as another phase.
To summarise, the 2001 excavations at Point Ricbe revealed the remains of the
fIrst positively identified iJH.itu Groswater Palaeoeskimo feature 8t the site and the
remains ofa well-defined house depression. As the focus oflhis thesis is on the Dorset
Palaeoeskimo occupation of the site, the Gros',1,'3.ter feature is not included in further
analysis. Data on the House Feature 30's architecture and associated features is used to
lKidress the research question on architecture variability at Point Riche in Chapter 5.
where it is compared to architectural data recovered from previous seasons of excavation
by Renouf.
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Level 4: sih fill in house depression
LevelS: natwal gravel
House Feature 30: sections removed
Feature 31: Turf"matting"
House Feature 30 mid excavation Feature 32: gravel spread on bank
Plate 2. Level8Jld Feature photos
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Feature 33: stone arrangement
Feature 34: stone arrangement
Feature 35: hearth (excavated)
Feature 36: turf mat on stone "bench"
Feature 37: small pit
Feature 38: heating platform
Plate 3. Level and Feature photos
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Feature 39: pot-stand
Feature 40: stone "bench"
Feature 42: co~ed earth
Feature 43: stone fiJI ofdepressklo
Feature 45: earth bank
Feature 46: stone slab inside House
Plate 4. Level and Feature photos
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Feature 47: pit (left of stone)
Feature 55: stake-hole
Feature 56: post-hole
Feature 57: small pit
Feature 59: occupation deposit
Features 60 and 61: axial feature
Plate S. Level and Feature photos
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Feature 62: natural boulders
Feature 63: house depression
Level 6: natural silt
Feature 49: stone spread
Feature 51 burnt fat
Feature 52: white sand and silt spread
Plate 6. Level and Feature photo
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CHAPTER 4
The Finds
4.J IntrodadioD
This chapter presents a brief description of the main classes ofarebaeological
finds from the 2001 field season at Point Riche. This includes the artefacts. the faunal
material and the radiocarbon dates.
4.2 The arteCacts
The Point Ricbe artefact assemblage consists ofa variety ofbone and lithic tools
of both the Dorset and Groswater Palaeoeskimo tradition (plates 6 and 7). Because ofthe
generally unfavorable preservation conditions at the site the vast majority ofthe
assemblage is comprised of lithic artefacts (Table 1). The artefact types recovered from
the 2001 field season are generally consistent with those found in previous seasons.
However. a new aspect in the 2001 artefact assemblage is the presence ofa large number
ofpumice nodules found inside House Feature 30 (plate 6; Figure 31). Aithoughthe
exact function of these is yet to be established, the wear patterns on many ofthe nodules
suggest that they were used as abraders.
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Table 1. ArtefaclsfromAreas 1 and 2
Artefact Areal Area 2 Artefact A.... I Area>
AbnKI'" 2 2 Pumice nodule 39 0
Biface 0 9 Raw material chert: 2 0
Burin-like tool 0 2 RetouchedlUtilized flake 8 I
Con: 2. 4 Sc 5 8
Endblade 23 4 Slate tool 2 0
Flake 2123 1133 Sled""""" 5 0
Harooon head I 0 Tinflutesnall 38 13
Microbladelblade 29 23
Preform 15 2 Total excludiu2 fh;kes 195 68
4.3 The fauDal remaiBss
The faunal assemblage consists of 568 bone fragments weighin8 261 g. The
assemblage is in extremely poor condition and is mostly comprised ofhighly fragmented
unidentifiable bone chips. The majority ofthe assemblage was retrieved from the lower
fills of the house depression wbere the aIkaJine conditions ofthe limestone gmvel
substrate proved rrore favourable. Only 37 bone fragments could be identified to taxon
(fable 2).
The identifiable bone is totally derived from marine species and includes 19 fish
(Pisces), 2 whale (Cetacea) and 16 seal (Phocidoe) bones. afthe seal bones, three can
be identified as harp seal (Phoca groenlandica). Six pieces ofworlced whale bone were
found in addition to the unmodified faunal assemblage (fable 1 and Plate 7).
, The description of the faooal auanbl~ is based 00 coovenariCf\S with Lisa Hodgens, the fiumal
specialist working 00 the Phillip's Garden material at Memorial UniVU'Sity.
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Table 1. FcnmaJ tBSemblogefrom House Fe.ature 30
Ca" a, Fat.re T.,.. EIe.nt Co....e.t
7A555A84 F37 ut""" utDd
7A555A131 F45 Phocidoe ....." bulla ..
7A555A161 F45 Phocidae incisor
7A555AI66 F45 Phocidae
""""""'"
wft_
7A555A175 F45 Phoco flTOenJondica audttorvbu11a I fuwnenl ri2ht side
7A555A175 F45 Phocidae ."..,w interorbi1al
7A555AI82 F45 Phoco ruoenJandica auditorvbu11a I frumeot left side
7A555A182 F45 Phocidae cnmium 1ZVRomaric
7AS55AI92 F45 Phocidae audito bulla 2 frawnents left side
7A555A192 F45 Phocidoe audito bulla 2 frluonents rilzht side
7A555Al92 F45 Phocidae "",,"urn omaticcrest
7A555AI92 F45 Phocidae cranium st-<anino
7A555A20l FS4 Phocidae hind roximal unfused i h sis
7A555A219 F54 Cetacea urud .t
7A555A223 FS4 Phoca nlandica cakanium <lliIaI
7A555A75 F43 Phocidae c,""" ditil
7AS55A246 F59 PisceJ utDd t9 nts from flot
A minimum ofthree harp seal arerepreserud in the as9CDIb1age based on the
number ofaudilory bul\a. AU the seal bone comes from aduh individuals (above I year).
which mayor may not be a resuhoftbe preservation conditions, asjuvenile bone is Jess
dense and therefore bs liUly to prescn"C than adult bone. The identifiable bone consists
oftbc denser elements of the seal skeleton. in particular the cranium. and their dominance
in the assemblage is more likely a result of differential preservation rather than any
anthropomorphic activity. No cut marks were visible ahhougb again this is probably a
result ofthe c:onditionofthe bone. Very little oftbe bone was burnt (>0.3%).
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4.4 The radioearboD dates
Two charcoal samples were sent offfor radiocarbon dating. One (Beta-160980)
was associated with the occupation deposit (Feature 59) found on the floor ofHouse F30
and the other (Beta-160978) was from the burnt stone deposit (Feature 49) in Area 2.
Both dates full within the range ofdates already gained from the site (Table 3). While
this presents no problem for the dating ofHouse FJO, the date from the stone Feature F49
was later than expected. However, the date does fall within the extreme eod ofthe
Groswater chronological range on the Island ofNewfoundland, which currently ranges
from 2800BP 10 ca.1900 (Renoufin Press).
Table J. Radiocarbon dates for Point Riche
(all samples come from wood charcoal)
labNo. y= Oescriptioo. ofprcvmience CI4YearsBP C\4Year.; BP
Uncaliinled Calibrated
lnla'Ocptmelhod,
I sigma(Stuive:r
andBect.erl986
Beta-15376 1985 Scattered within Feature 1 1750+/-80 1735-1555
&13-15382 1985 Pit Feature 210cated within 1750+1-90 1795-1550
Feature 1
Beta·15377 1985 Scattered outside Feature I 1546+1-80 1350-1525
?midden feature
Beta-50024 1991 Scattered within House 1830+1-90 1882-1625
Feature 8
Beta-50025 1991 Inside slope ofwall (Level 1760+/-150 2042-1350
2WC ofHouse Feature 8
Beta-50026 1991 Hearth Feature 24 outside 1800+1-70 1882·1617
House Feature 8
Beta-160980 2001 Within occupation deposit 1650 +/-40 157Q..1520
of House Feature 30's floor
Beta·160980 2001 On top ofburnt stones 1830 +/-40 1820-1710
Feature 49 (Groswat;)
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The other late Groswater Pa1aeoeskimo dates for the island also all come from the
northern halfofthe Great Northern Peninsula and include: Peat Garden, 1938 +1·65 (BOS
2252), 1753 +/-45 (BOS 2253) (Hattery and Rast 2001: 19), and 1970 +1-100, 1820+/-45
(Tim Rast pers. comm.), three from Phillip's Garden East 1910 +1-150 (Beta 19088),
1930 +1-140 (Beta 19085) (Renoufl987:47) and 1730 +1-200 (Beta 23980) (Renouf
1987), one from Phillip's Garden West 1960+/-80 (Beta 66438) (Renouf 1993:78) and
one from BroomPoiot 1970 +1-150 (I-11374) (Krol 1987:59).
The date ranges at Point Riebe are consistent with other sites from the isiaD:i, with
the late date from stone spread (Feature 49) falling at the extreme eoo of the Grosvmer
Palaeoeskimo chronological range from the Northern Peninsula. The date from House
Feature 30 fu.lls comfortably within the date ranges ofthe Dorset Palaeoeskimo
occupation on tbe island, which currently ranges between 2140+/-100 BP to 1280+/-60
BP (Renouf J999:405). The Groswster and Dorset Palaeoeskimo finds at Point Riche are
consistent with the tool assemblages from other Groswater and Dorset sites in the area.
The single unusual tool type is the pumice abrader. which was fotmd in relatively large
numbers. The artefacts recovered from the 2001 excavations are compared to the
artefacts recovered from previous seasons ofexcavation by Renoufand used to address
the research questions on activity areas (Chapter 6) and variability at the site (Chapter 7).
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Abrader
Burin-like tools
Cores
Pebble cores
Endblades
Slate objects
Plate 7. Artefacts
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Knives and bifaces
Microblades
Pn:funns
Pumice "abraders"
Sled runner
Plate 8. Artefacts
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Worked whalebone Detail ofworked whalebone
Plate 9. Artefacts
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CHAPTERS
House Architecture
5.1 Introduction
The goal of the architectural analysis was to investigate the degree to which the
houses and their associated features at Point Riche varied. One of the main unresolved
aspects afthe previous seasons of excavation at Point Ricbe was an explllIllltion of the
architectural differences observed between Feature 1 and House FeaNre 8. It was unclear
whether these differences might relate to differences in function, seasonality or a
combination of the two (ReDouf 1992:70). Following the excavation ofa third house
(House Feature 30) in 2001 it is now possible to explain these differences.
5.2 Comparison of bouse arcbltecture
When comparing the architecture between the three houses one is immediately
strock by the remarkable similarity between House Feature 8 (Figure 3) and House
Feature 30 (Figures 26). Feature 1 (Figure 2), on the other hand, shows no similarity to
either ofthesc Iwo dwellings, apart from the presence ofa centrol depression. Indeed the
total lack of definable features associated with House Feature 1 makes it difficult to make
any comment and about its architecture at all. It is therefore not included in the
comparison of house architecture but dealt with separately below.
Both House Feature 8 and House Feature 30 consisted ofa central depression
SUTrOWlded by a platform on three sides, with an apparent entranceway to the west.
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House Feature 8 was slightly larger 81 55 m by 7 m (38.5 m') compaml to 6 m by 6 m
(36 m') for House Feature 30. The main difference in size was accounted for by
d.ifferences in the dimensions of the central depression. as the platforms surrounding the
depres.sionsofboth boWleS were geoeral.ly the same size aI approximately 1.60-1.80 m in
width. The shape of the c:entml depressions in each dwelling was also slightly different
and probably accounts for the minor differences in the shape oftbe two houses, House
Feature 8 being slightly more reccangular. However, the lack ofa definable platfonn on
the western side of House Feature 8 probably over-accentuates its rectangular shape. If
the platform continued around into this area then the dwellings would not have been
significantly different.
Another similarity is that both houses have a number of small, shallow pits inside
thdrcentml depressions (House Feature 8: Features 21 and 22, House F~ture 30:
Features 47, 55 and 56). AJthougb their locations differ, their~andsizeare
generally the same. The function of these is unclear although they are not thought to
have acted as storage piu as few finds were found associated with them. It is possible
that they acted as post-holes for roof supports, although this too is uncenain..
There is also a remarkable similarity in the type and arrangement ofexternal
f~tures associated with the two dwellings. Both had a small pit bearth, Feature 35
(House Feature 30) and Feature 24 (House Feature 8) in almost identical positions,
approximately 2 m east of the main structure. This location was likely favoured, /:IS it
would have been sheltered from the prevailing westerly wind by the house structures.
Both dwellings also had a number of large flat limestone slabs (House F~ture 30:
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Features 34 and 53, 00 feature nwnbers assigned for House Feature 8) situated ODe to two
metres around the outside the dwellings. Whilstthc function ofthcse is tmclear it is
notable that their size, shape: and location is consistent for both houses. Their position
around the: outside ofthc dwelling suggests that they were used as some fonn oftcn1
ruing.
Both houses also had fonnal arrangements ofhcavily burnt stones in the vicinity
ofthcircntrancew8ys, Feature 10 (House Feature 8) and Feature 38 (House Feature 30).
Although they were of varying size and form, both consisted ora variety ofbumt
sandstone and limestone rocks. These also included large water-worn beach cobbles, and
were the only locations that beach cobbles were identified at either dwelling. Feature 10
was slightly larger than Feature 38 and was situated closer to the dwelling, possibly even
inside, whereas Feature 38 was approximately 2.5 m west ofthe entrance. Although both
features were disturbed, they were both clearly the remaining suuetmal elements of
larger features. Reoouf(I990:56) suggested that Feature 10 may have acted as a kind of
heating plalform similar to the "stone-piles" found in the north Norwegian Younger
Stone Age.
Although there were many similarities between House Features 8 and 30 there
were also some notable differences. While the platforms of both dwellings were of
similar shape and size, the materials from 'which they were constructed differed. The
platfonn of House Feature 8 was formed by piling up the natural gravel subsoil (Level 5)
into a bank around the depression. In contrast, the platlorm (Feature 36) of House
Feature 30 was constructed by piling up the thin topsoil (Level 3). A section of House
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Feature 30's platform was also constructed from flat limestone rocks to form a small
rectangular bench (Feature 40). Additionally, during the second phase ofOCCUpotiOD at
House Fea1W'e 30, tbeplatfonn appeared to ha'ie coDSisted of turf. The reason for these
differences is not clear. 11le availability ofbuilding materials cannot aocotmt for the
differences. 83 all materials were available in the immediate vicinity ofboth dwellings.
One can only speculate that the primaryconcem oftbe house builders was to create a
plalform to the bouse as expediently as possible.
Another difference between the two houses is the inclusion of large stone slabs
(Features 46 and 61) inside House Feature 30, which were absent from House Feature 8.
Both phases of occupation of House feature 30 had them, which suggests their inclusion
was considered important. Again, their function is not clear although they are thought to
have acted as work surfaces.
The greatest difference between the two dwellings is in the placement ofthcir
axial features. Although both axial features were similar in size and orientation, the axial
feature (Feature 12) of House Feature 8 is found outside the dwelling. Vt'bereas the axial
feature (Feature 60) of House Feature 30 is located inside the dwelling. Axial featum;
are commonly found within Palaeoeskimo dweUings and come in a variety of forms
(Maxwell 1985:153). They were the central cooking and working area in Dorset
Palaeoeskimo dwellings (McGhee 1990:68) and possibly acted as the .sociaJ focus of the
household (Renouf 1992:60). Any difference in the location of this feature would
therefore have a significant bearing on the organisation ofactivities and space within the
house. This is partJy confinned in the examination oftbe artefact distributions associated
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with the two houses. Most ofthe activities at House 8 are found outside the dwelling in
association with the axial feature, whereas a greater proponion ofactivities are found
inside House Feature 30 (this is explored in more detail in Chapter 6). However, it
should be noted that a similar, although more poorly defmed, stone arrangement (Feature
33) was identified south of House Feature 30. Although this was interpreted as a possible
Groswater feature, it may in fact have been a similar external axial feature to that of
Feature 12 that had been badly disturbed
House Feature I is in stark contrast to both House Feature 8 and House Feature
30. No architectural or external features were found in association with this depression
and it was only interpreted as a house on the basis of two bone·filled pits (Features 2 and
5) found inside it (Renouf 1986:26). Given the well defined nature of the other two
houses, that not only included clearly definable architectural features but also a nwnber
ofother features associated with their occupation, one has to question whether House
Feature I "'1lS a dwelling at all. It is possible that House Feature I was originally similar
to the other dwellings but was substantially disturbed after its abandonment, perhaps
when stones and other architectural features were removed to construct new dwellings at
the site. However, this seems unlikely as one would expect to find the diminished
remains of some features particularly those cut into the substrata. It seems more likely
that Feature I was originally misinterpreted as a dwelling. This is explored further in
Chapter 6.
The comparison ofHousc Features 8 and 30 has demonstrated that there is a
remarkable similarity in the overall design of the t"iO dwellings. Both are generally the
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same size and shape and consist of a central depression, surrounded by a platform of
similar width with an entranceway located on the western side of the dweUing. A small
informal hearth is located almost identically at the rear ofeach dwelling and both appear
to have a more formal hearth arrangement near their entrances. The only major
difference between the two dwellings is in the location of their respective axial features.
While differences in the location ofan axial features is clearly significant in terms of the
spatial organisation ofa dwelling and the location of day·to-day activities associated with
it, I do not believe the difference should be stressed in terms of the dwelling architecture.
The difference in this instance may merely represent seasonal differences in the
occupation of the dwelling, with the presence of an external axial feature indicating
spring or swnmer use (this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7). A more significant
difference would be the presence verses the absence of an axial feature, or differences in
theirconstructi.on. Both of the axial features at Point Riche are similar in termsoftbeir
shape, size, orientation and construction.
When we also take into account the results of the magnetom.etry survey it appears
that this high degree of standardisation may have extended to many of the other dwellings
at Point Riche. Negative and positive halos observed around many of the depressions
(Figure II) suggest that they also had platforms similar to those identified in the two
excavated dwellings.
This high degree of standardisation in house design is contrary to observntions
made by Fogt (1998:70) in her analysis of Dorset Palaeoeskimo dwellings excavated in
Newfoundland. She highlighted the variability in dwelling type and construction that
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exists not only between sites but also between bouses on the same site (for example
Phillip's Garden and Point Riebe). Whilst there is 00 doubt that this variability does exist
between many of the sites, it is possible that it has been overstated. Her conclusions were
partly based on architectural differences between House Features I and 8 at Point Riche.
It now appears, however, that Feature I was not actually a dwelling but a natural feature,
which would explain why we see such a high level of variation. The excavation ofa third
house in conjWlCtion with the results of the magnetometry survey suggest that, at least at
an intra-site level, there can be a high degree ofconformity in house design.
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CHAPTER 6
Artefact Distributions and Activity Areas
6.1 Introduction
The goal of the distribution analysis was to investigate patterns in the horizontal
distribution of artefacts that might reflect distinct activity areas within the houses and
their associated features. However, prior to the distribution analysis it was suspected that
one of the depressions (Feature t) had been originally misinterpreted as a dwelling and
was in fact a natural depression filled with diffuse midden material. This suspicion was
partly based on the lack of architectural features associated with the depression.
Additionally, during a preliminary examination orthe artefact distribution maps it was
noted that there were some major differences in the horizontal distribution of the artcfact
assemblages between Feature I and House Features 8 and 30 (Figures 32~33, 35-36). It
appeared that there was little or no clustering ofartcfacts in and around Feature 1. This
contrasted to House Features 8 and 30, which both appeared to have a greater tendency
towards clustering.
The presence of midden material within house and natural depressions had also
been demonstrated by excavation (Renouf 1997:27) and through the magnetometry
survey (Chapter 2). Iflhe artefacts in Feature 1 were a product of midden deposition then
any interpretations that discussed activity areas or the functional use of space based on
the artefact distributions would be seriously flawed.
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Figure 32. Feature J artefact distribution
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Middens are by definition dumps of material (Thc Concise Oxford Dictionary of
Current English 1990: 749) and are classified archaeologicaUy as secondary deposits
(Schiffer 1987:58). The horizontal distribution of artefact from secondary deposits
should not be used to dcnote activity areas (Schiffer 1987:281). Neither should they be
used to dcrme functional differences between dwellings, as they do not relate to the
dwellings' occupation, but rather to depositional events after the dwelling was
abandoned. It was therefore important to identify if any ofthe dwellings had midden
material in them, for if they did, interpretations on the identification ofactivily areas and
investigations into functional differences between the houses would be flawed.
Unfortunately, most of the artefacts from Point Riche come from a single depositional
horizon (Level 2), which makes it impossible to distinguish those artefacts that were
deposited during the dwelling's ()C(;upation, from those that were deposited after their
abandonment on stratigraphic grounds. An alternative method was therefore needed.
6.2 IDYestigatioD into assemblage c1assificatwn
A preliminary analysis of the artefact distribution maps bad indicated that there
were some discemable differences between the dispersion of the artefacts in and around
the three depressions. Renouf (1992:70) had also noted that there had been some major
differences in the relative frequency of tool types in the artefuct assemblages between
Feature 1 and House Feature 8. It was therefore hypothesised that a midden assemblage
might be distinguished from an ()C(;upation assemblage on the basis of the structure of its
artefact distributions and lor the relative frequency of tools in its artefact assemblage. To
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test ifthis hypothesis was correct the artefact assemblages from Features I, 8 and 30 were
compared statistically to a midden assemblage (Feature 14), idlmtified 8 m west of House
Feature 8 (Renouf 1992:64). Two approaches were used. First:, nearest neighbour
analysis was employed to see if the horizontal distribution ofartefacts varied between
houses and middens and second, hierarchical cluster analysis was employed to sec if the
frequency oftool types in artefact assemblages were more similar between features of the
same type (e.g. midden vs. midden) compared to features ofdifTerent types (e.g. midden
vs. house).
Nearest neighbour analysis is a descriptive statistic that allows the spatial
arrangement of a pattern ofpoints to be detennined withio a defined study area (McGrew
and Monroe 2000:172). In nearest neighbour analysis the Euclidean (straight-line)
distance of each point to its "nearest neighbour" is determined. The average nearest
neighbour distance is then calculated from these distances. The spacing between points
can then be analysed by comparing the obselVed average distance between points to an
expected average distance for a particular type of distribution (e.g. a random or Poisson
distribution) (McGrew and Monroe 2000:173). Results are given as an "R" value and
described as tending towards dispersed, random or clustered. The R-value will lie
somewhere on a continuum in the nearest neighbour index, the extreme ends of which are
represented by perfectly clustered and perfectly dispersed distributions. The R·va1ue for
a perfectly clustered set of points will always be zero as all points would lie directly 00
the same spot and therefore have zero distance between them. The R-value for a
perfectly dispersed pattern varies, as it is a function ofthe point density and will therefore
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change depending upon the number of points within the study area (McGrew and Munroe
200:174). However, it will always be higher than 1.0, which is the "R" value for a
perfectly random distribution. Any value higher than 1.0 will therefore be tending
towards a dispersed distribution; tne higher the value is above 1.0 t!Ie more regular the
distribution. It should be noted, nowever, that as the "R" value tor a perfectly dispersed
pattern is a function of the point density, the "R" values of different assemblages cannot
be directly compared. The test merely establishes the general level to which the different
anefacts classes are either clustered, randomly or regularly dispersed. The analysis was
conducted in the GIS software archinfo using the nearest neighbour analysis extcnsion
version 1.0 (Samfat 2000). The results of the nearest neighbour analysis are presented in
Table 4.
Table 4. Results ofnearest neighbour analysis
Featurel
number· R·value l<ndin towards
<ore 78 0.83 clustered
burin-like tool 6 0.91 clustered
endblade 73 1.00 random
semper 79 1.00 rnndom
microblade 291 1.10 dispersed
Ii flutes I 122 1.20 di
"""biface 35 L20 dis
utiliscdflake 78 1.22 disDersed
reform 39 1.27 dispersed
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HouseFS
endblade 6Q 0.89 clustered
oore 242 0.93 clustered
reform 21 0.92 clustered
utilised flake 158 0.95 clustered
slate tool 62 0.98 clustered
""'1"" 73 1.00 randomburin like tool 5 1.10 dis Ned
microblade 292 1.10 dis
tio flute snail 41 1.13 disoersed
biface 25 U5 disucrsed
HouseF30
umioe 32 0.47 clustered
~re , 5 0.59 clustered
microblades 27 0.78 clustered
Ii flutesoall 38 0.83 clustered
endblade 23 0.84 clustered
refonn 14 1.16 ul"
utilised flake 8 1.24 re "
oore 24 1.22 rellular
MiddenFJ4
refonn 9 0.79 clustered
oore 48 0.81 clustered
slat.etool 11 0.92 clustered
bifllCe 3 1.00 random
microblade 71 1.08 disoersed
semper 16 1.08 dispersed
Ii flutes II 15 1.08 di =d
endblade 25 1.30 dis
utilised flake 28 1.47 dis ",d
·nwnbrn; may vlll)' from Ilrtefact assemblage totals (Table 5) as not aU anefacts had their provenience
recorded (e.g. tltose retrieved from tbe screen)
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The results of the nearest neighbour analysis show that there are differences
between the general distribution patterns of the four assemblages. Most of the artefact
categories from Feature 1 and the midden Feature 14 have a tendency towards dispersion
whereas more of the artefacts from House Features 8 and 30 have a tendency towards
clustering.
This might be interpreted in a nwnber of ways. It bas been demonstrated that as
the duration ofa site's occupation increases, the spatial discreteness of activity areas on
the site becomes more blurred (Chatters 1987:361). This is because as more and more
activities take place in an area, the boundaries between the activities become smeared.
Additionally, as new activities take place, old features, including discrete artefact
distributions, will become disturbed and dispersed (Chatters 1987:346). Iftbis is so, we
might then interpret Feature 1 as a dwelling that had been occupied more extensively than
either of the other two dwellings. Feature 1 certainly has more artefacts than cither of the
other two dwellings (Table 5), which would indicate an increase in the dumtion of
occupation (Chatters 1987;345). However, I do not believe this is the case. House
Feature 8 has five times the density of artefacts as House Feature 30 (Table 5), yet a
perusal ofthc distribution maps from the two dwellings (Figures 33 and 35) indicates that
there are more, not fewer, discrete dusters of artefacts associated with it. This suggests
that an increase in the nwnber of activities is not leading to the dispersion of artefacts that
we~ in Feature I. Rather, I would suggest that we are seeing differences between the
horizontal structure of a secondary deposit (midden) and a primary deposit (occupation
floor).
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The results of the nearest neighbour analysis are not conclusive as all features
have a tendency towards clustering and regular artefact distributions. This is partly a
function of the way that nearest neighbour analysis analyzes the data. as it looks at the
average distance between all the artefacts in the study area. A "dispersed" result may be
obtained, despite the presence of a clearly defInable cluster, if there are nwnerous outliers
away from the main cluster. It is, therefore, important to view the results in conjunction
with a visual inspection of the distribution maps. Additionally, there are many other
cultural processes, apart from activity areas, that might result in c1USlered artefact
distributions. For example artefact clusters in midden.'l is mosllikely the result of
discrete dwnping episodes. This might explain why the cores (including core fragments)
both show clustering in the midden Feature 14 and Feature I. Having exhausted the
cores during tool manufacture, the larger pieces of waste material were collected and
dwnped in a single episode. Altematively, if many of the oores had not been exhausted
they might have been cached for future use.
More work on a greater variety of feature types is needed before nearest
neighbour analysis can be used as a reliable technique to differentiate deposits types.
However I would suggest that to some degree, the composite affect of differences in the
formation processes of midden and occupation deposits is resulting in recognisable
differences in the horizontal distribution of their artefact assemblages. The results of tile
nearest neighbour analysis show that Fcature I has a horizontal artcfact distribution more
similar to midden Feature 14 than House Features 8 and 30, which is taken to indicate
that Feature I is a midden deposit. This confirms observations made from the visual
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inspection of the artefact distribution maps, which at present provide a better guide to the
level of clustering in assemblages.
The second statistical approach that was used to try and differentiate between
occupation and midden deposits was hierarchical cluster analysis. Although the resulls
showed that the composition of tool types in midden Features I and 14 were more similar
to each olher than to either House Feature 8 or 30, when additional rniddens6 from other
sites were included in the analysis there was no overall similarity in the artefact
frequencies of all the middens. Middens, as a generic feature type, did not therefore
appear to be distiob'Uishable on the basis oftheir artefact assemblage composition.
Ilowever, the composition of tool types in an assemblage did appear to relate toa number
of other variables including dumtion of occupation and economic adaptation. The
discussion of the hierarchical cluster analysis is therefore included along with the
investigation of site function in Chapter 7.
The statistical analysis of the artefact assemblages, whilst nol conclusive, went
some way towards the identification of midden material. When viewed with other lines
of evidence, including the visual inspection ofdistribution maps and house architecture,
they provide a useful aid in the clas.'1ification of deposits. The results of the statistical
analysis in conjunction with the lack of convincing architectural features associated with
Feature I suggest that it is a natural depression filled with dispersed midden material.
Feature I is therefore not included in further discussions on the identification of activity
~AdditionalmiddenswereootusedtotesttberesultsoftbeneafeStneigllbouranal)'$is,asartefact Joeations
bad not beeo recorded.
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6.3 Adivity area analysis
The following section investigates patterns in the artefact distributions that might
reflect distinct activity areas within and around House Features 8 and 30 and their
associated features. Each house is examined separately. It should be noted, however,
that not all the clusters of artefacts relatc to cultural processes. For example the apparent
prevaJence of bone fragments and bone artefacts inside House Feature 30 (Figure 35) is
merely a result of the favourable preselVation conditions provided by the limestone
gravel fills inside the dwelling. Additionally, some ofthc artefacts in the house
depressions are likely to have moved from their original depositional location during the
erosion and silting events that took place after the dwelling's abandonment. However, it
is not believed that these artefacts have moved a great distance. Most appear to have
eroded only a short distance offthc edge of the house platfonns down the inside slopes of
the depressions.
There also arises the question of whether the floor of the dwelling would have
been covered to any degree by skins. If so, then it is likely that the location ofartefacts
would have shifted to a large degree when the occupants dismantled the dwelling.
Without the preservation conditions necessary to preserve the skins on the house floor
(even if they had been left behind by the occupants) it is difficult to demonstrate their
presence directly and onc can only rely on the distribution ofartefacts themselves to
provide clues. Examination ofthe artefact distributions inside the dwellings, which in a
number of instances show distinct clusters of individual artefact classes. strongly suggests
that the distributions are representative ofactivities and not the random collection of
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artelb.cts after the tloor skins had been removed and shaken clean. In addition., there is
also a clear relationship between the extent of some artefact distributions and structural
features. For example the flakes associated with the stone bench (Feature 40) of House
Feature 30. It is possible that the blank, or apparently clean areas inside the dwelling
indicate those areas that had been covered. Ifthis were so then the areas relatively
devoid of artefacts at the back of each house (eastern side) look the most likely areas to
have been covered and therefore may denote sleeping areas. However. for the purpose of
this analysis, it is asswncd that much of the floor was WlCovered or floored in such a way
as to allow artefacts to permeate to the base of the dwelling and that most artefacts are
therefore located in their primary depositional eontext Such an arrangement is
reminiscent of the ethnographie descriptions of a typical Nunamuit Itchelik (tent) where
the floor was covered with willow boughs and only the inner most third was covered by
skins (Ingstad 1954:39) and the ground plan of the Pfuiliumiut tent (Birket.Smith 1929:
FibJUre 16) where only the back of the tent is covered with skins, the rest of the floor
being bare gravel.
6.3.1 House Feature 30
The investigation of activity areas associated with House Feature 30 makes no
attempt to assign them to either of the two phases identified during the excavation. Only
one stratigraphie horizon (Level 2) was fOWld outside the dwelling making it impossible
to ascertain to which phase/s of occupation the differen1 artefacts relate. Additionally,
although separate deposits were defined inside the dwelling, many related to the gradual
silting up of the central depression after its abandonment. The artefacts from these
deposits are likely. therefore, to have eroded from the living platform and probably
represent a mixing of the two occupations.
Figure 34 shows differences in the relative proportions of artefact types found
inside and outside House Feature 30.
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Figure 34. Graph showing the proportions ofartefaclsfrom the interior and exterior of
House Feature 30.
Some notable differences can be seen between the two areas. The majority of cores (65%
n=17) and preforms (800/0 n=l6) were found outside the dwelling. Conversely, all of the
scrapers (0=5), abraders (0=2), the vast majority of the pumice abraders (92% n=36) and
slightly more tip flute spalls (63% n=24). microblades (59010 n=17) and endblades (57%
n=13) came from inside the dwelling. In addition, examination of the reduction stages of
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the flake debitage7 demonstrated that although secondary and tertiary flakes were found
in equal proportions both inside and outside the dwelling, the vast majority (84 % n=31)
oftne primary flakes were found outside.
Differences in the relative proportions ofartefacts found inside and outside House
Feature 30 indicate thai different activities were taking place in the two areas. The
presence of most of the preforms, cores and primary flakes outside the dwelling suggests
that most of the primary stages in chipped stone tool manufacture took place outside the
house. This contrasts with the interior of the dwelling where the artefact types point
more toward the latter stages of tool production including the maintenance and final
fluting ofcndblades and particularly activities associated with grinding indicated by the
dominant number ofabraders. Although the precise nature of the grinding activities is
unknown, rounded linear grooves present on many of the pumice abraders suggested that
they might have been used for working bone or wood into narrow shafts. The higher
proportion ofscrapers and microblades in the dwelling is also notable. These tools might
indicate that more processing activities were also taking place inside the dwelling, for
example the preparation of animal skins, although both tool types could be used for a
variety of functions.
Examination of the artefact distribution maps (Figures 35 and 36) provides a more
detailed picture of the location of different activities and shows that many activities have
, The reduction stages were c1llS.'1ified using a number ofmorpllologica.l traits ba.<led on a simplified and
modified version ofchartlCteristics present<:d by Kooyman (2000;49-SS). The morphological traits and
tbeirrelative reduetion stages are summarized in Appcndlx 2.
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a marked correspondence to the external features, particularly those associated with heat
including the two hearths (Features 35 and 38) and the "pot-sland" (Feature 39).
The most notable feature in the artefact distribution is a dense cluster of flakes
and tools (Feature 41) approximately one meter northeast of the house. This included
hundreds of flakes, two microblades, three cores, six endblade prefonns, five tip-flute
spalls and five endblades. It is possible that this group of artefacts represents a small
dump of material resulting from activities conducted elsewhere. One can imagine a
situation where debitage produced inside the dwelling could have accumulated on the
skin flooring of tile house. This could then be easily lifted and discarded outside.
However, the distribution (particularly indicated by the flake debitage) does conform to
Binford's (1983: Figure 87) observation of the debitage pattern resulting from tool
manufacture by an Alyawara Aborigine of Australia. In this instance a slight arc was
produced in the debitage distribution around the legs of the flint-knapper. The
distribution of Feature 41 does to some extent form a slight arc. This in conjunction with
its asscK:iation with the hearth (Feature 35) (assuming the two are contemporary) strongly
suggests that it is a primary manufacturing area. The artefact classes found in Feature 41
suggest the main activity was endblade manufacture. This spot would certainly have
been one of the more comfortable places to work outside, as it would have been sheltered
from the prevailing wind by the dwelling as well as taking advantage of any heat and
light from the hearth (Feature 35).
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Similarly situated is a smaller yet distinct cluster of flakes and other artefacts
including a single microblade, two tipoflute spalls, and a prefonn immediately around the
"pot stand" (Feature 39). Although the precise nature of the activity is unclear, the
location chosen for it appears to have been deliberately positioned out of the prevailing
wind, near a feature that could provide heat or light.
Immedialely west of the house,just outside what is believed to be II doorway, is
another concentration of finds. Here we see a cluster of flakes and artefacts including
three microblades, four cores, seven tip-flute spalls and a single piece of pumice. The
presence of material immediately outside Illldior either side of an entranceway is often
associated with the build up of household refuse as the occupants discard their waste
either side of the entrance (Morrison 1983:53; Newell 1988:203, Fogt 1998:16). If this
cluster of artefacts docs represent the remnants of a midden then we could assume that
House Feature 30 was occupied for a relatively short period oftime given the relatively
low number of artefacts. However, it is noteworthy that again we see artefacts in the
vicinity of another area of hea!,. in this case the heating platform (Feature 38). It is
probable therefore that this artefact distribution represents another activity area. In this
instance the high nwnber of tip-flute spalls indicates the maintenance of an harpoon
endblade. This location may have been favoured as il has an excellent vantage point out
There are also a number of distinct artefact clusters in the interior of the house
that suggest that either there was some degree of fonnal organization of space inside the
dwelling or that some areas were more conducive to particular activities than others. 100
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most distinctive ofthese is the cluster of pumice abraders immediately inside the
entranceway of House Feature 30. It appears thai pumice was almost exclusively used in
this location as 29 of the 39 examples were found in this area alone. This position was
likely favoured. as it would have had the benefit of any light coming through the
doolWDy. while still being sheltered by the dwelling. A concentration ofeight tip-flute
spans and eight endblades scattered around the same general area indicates that this was
also a favoured spot for the final sharpening and maintenance ofendblades. One other
possible activity area inside the dwelling is situated near the stone bench (Feature 40).
Four out of the five scrapers were found within 75 cm of this feature. This may indicate
that the processing of animal hides or some other scraping activity was associated with
this area of the dwelling.
6.3.2 House Feature 8
Figure 37 shows differences in the relative proportions of artefact types found
inside and outside House Feature 8. Like House Feature 30, there is a notable difference
between the ratio ofartefact types found inside and outside the dwelling. In all but two
instances the majority of tools are found outside the house. The only exceptions to this
are the cores and the retouched/utilized flakes and of these only the cores show any major
difference. This difference is also probably exaggerated as 58% (n=80) of the cores
(Feature 20), from inside the dwelling came from a single dump (Renouf 1992:56). This
suggests that most of the activities were taking place outside the d"''elling.
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Figure 37. Graph showing the proportions ofartefacts from the interior and exterior of
House Feature 8.
Figures 38-41 show the distribution of artefacts for House Feature 8. As there is
a much higher density of artefacts from House Feature 8 compared to House Feature 30
the distributions are presented on fOUf separate maps to facilitate their visual inspection.
These include artefacts associated with I) tool production, 2) hunting, 3) processing and
4) other (mostly processing). Flake and bone distributions are not provided for House
Feature 8 as coordinate data was not available.
Figure 38 shows the distribution of artefacts from House Feature 8 that are
associated with tool production: cores, prefonns, hammerstones and tip-flute spaBs. A
number of distinct clusters can be seen. The cores cluster into three distinct groups, one
associated with the external axial feature (Feature 12), one in the entranceway to the
dwelling and one outside the southeastern comer of the dwelling. The preforms do not
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show such marked concentrations although most appear to follow a similar distribution to
the cores. The only hammerstone to come from the area was fOWld in association with
the axial feature (Feature 12). As large quantities of flakes were also recorded from these
three areas (Renouf 1992: 56-60), it seems likely that they were favored spots for the
production of stone tools. The tip-flute spalls do not appear to show any patterning,
which suggests the final sharpening and maintenance ofendblades was happening
haphazardly across the area.
Figure 39 shows the distribution of artefacts from House Feature 8 that are
associated with bunting: endblades and unifaces. Although the Wlifaces show no
clustering, most of the endblades are either directly or closely associated with the axial
feature (Feature 12).
Figure 40 shows the distribution of artefacts from House Featw'e 8 that are
associated with processing and fabrication: bifaees, burin-like tools, microbladcs and
scrapers. Although the artefacts are more dispersed than those associated with either tool
production or hunting, there still appear to be notable patterns in their distributions. The
bifaces tend to concentrate around either the entranceway to the dwelling or the axial
feature (Feature 12). Most of the scrapers and microblades are located to the west (in
front) of the dwelling, although there is a small group ofboth immediately southeast of
the house. As only four burin·like tools were found it is difficuJt to say much about their
distribution, although it is notable that two are again associated with the axial feature
(Feature 12). These distributions suggest that most processing activities were generally
taking place in front of the dwelling, particuJarly around the axial feature (Feature 12).
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In the discussion ofHo~ Feature 30 it was noted that middens often accumulate
in front ofa d\\~lling'sentranceway. Although in the case ofHousc Featw"e 30 it W8!l
argued that the artefacts outside the entrance .....-.:n: more likely to be an activity area as
tbeywere,lilr::e all the other clusters ofanefaets found outside HOWIe Featutt 30,
associated with an external feature, the same cannot be said for the artefacts outside
House Feature 8. Apart from the artefacts associated with axial featun:' (Feature 12) there
are many that are broadly dispersed in front of the dwelling. It is possible, therefore, that
many of these represent material discarded from inside the dwelling.
Figure 41 shows the remainder of the main artefact categories associated with
House Feature 8, many of which might also be associated with processing, including
abraders, retouched flakes and slate tools. The most distinct distribution within this
group are the slate tools that duster towards the inside southwestc:m comeroftbe
dwelling. Many are also found around the ent:raneeway although they~ more
dispersed Establishing the type/s of activity that this might represent is difficult as,
unlike most of the other artefact types (e.g. scraper, endblade etc), slate tools are
dassified by their material and not their function. A perusal of the anefacts indicates that
most are broken fragmcnts of schist that have been suggested to have acted as pot trivets
(Renouf pees cornm.). One might therefore associate them with cooking. What is
notable is that they are the only major concentration of arteflk.'ts inside the dwelling,
which indicates that whatever activity they are associated with was deliberately separated
from most others. The utilized flakes Wld abraders appear more randomly distributed
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although many of the utilized flakes, like the scrapers and endblades, are located in front
ofthe dwelling.
6.J.J Comparison. of Rouse Feature 8 and House Feature 30
There are a number of similarities and differences between the artefact
distributions of House Feature 8 and House FeatlJl'e 30. One ofthe main differences,
apart from the number ofartefacts found at the two houses, is the different ratio of
artefact densities found inside and outside the dweUings (Table 5). The density of
artefacts within House Feature 30 at 3.56/m2 is over three times higher than the density of
artefacts found outside the d\VClling at 1.04/m1, whereas the density ofartefacts found
inside and outside House feature 8 is almost equaJ at 9.811m1 and 9.80/m1 respectively.
It is also ootable that of the activities taking place outside House Feature 30, most
concentrate around features associated with heat. This is in complete contrast to House
Feature 8, where there is a distinct lack ofartefacts anywhere near the extemal hearth
(Feature 24). These two observations might indicate seasonal differences between the
two dwellings' occupations as one might expect more activities to take place inside the
house or near sources of heat during oold weather. This is explored in greater detail in
Chapter 7 dwing the discussion ofthe seasonality of the site.
Another clear difference between the two dwellings is the level of association of
activities with the axiaJ features. Many of the activities taking place at House Feature 8
are on or near the axiaJ feature (Feature 12). Conversely, very little activity is associated
with the axial feature (FeatW'e 60) identified inside House Feature 30. As axial features
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are believed to have acted as the focus ofdomestic and possibly social activities of the
household (Renouf 1992:60), it is surprising that there is very little activity associated
with Feature 60. This might indicate that Feature 60 was incorrectly interpreted and was
in fact a natural feature (see appendix I:Feature 60). Alternatively, it is possible that
Feature 60 merely did not function as an axial feature or thai Renoufis incorrect and DOl
all axial features acted as the focus of activities.
One area in which the t\'l0 dwellings do show similarities is in the preference of
the doorway as a location to perfonn a variety of tasks. As noted above, this location
would have been ideal, as il would have been sheltered by the dwelling as well as having
the benefit of any light coming through the doorway. However, although this location
was clearly favoured, the nature of the tasks appears to differ bet'Neen at the two
dwellings. In House Feature 8 clusters of retouched flakes and cores 'Were immediately
inside the entrance, whereas pumice abraders and tip flute spalls were the most common
finds in this area of House Feature 30.
The front of both dwellings also appears to be a popuJar location to cany out
many activities, although in the case of House Feature 8 it is unclear to what degree the
artefacts outside the entrance resuJted from refuse discard from the dwelling. However,
the artefacts associated with the axial feature (Feature 12) outside House Feature 8 are
believed to be in primary context. It is notable, that most of the prefonns (76%) and
many cores (41 %) were found outside House Feature 8, particularly near the external
axial feature (Feature 12). This is similar to House Feature 30 where the vast majority of
primary flakes (84%), preforms (80%) and most cores (65%) were found outside the
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house. This suggests thai most primary tool production was taking place: outside both
dY."ellings. However, the distribution ofscrapen is very different between the two
d~llings. The majority (79%) of scrapers from House Fea~ 8 were situated omside
the dwelling, whereas all the scrapers from House Feature 30 were found inside the
dwelling. The distribution of endblades is similar, as most (65%) from House Feature 8
eame from outside the dwelling whereas most (56%) come from inside House Feature 30.
The analysis of artefact distributions from House Features 8 and 30 has
demonstrated that there are clearly defmable activity areas associated with both.
Generally speaking, the most favoured working area appears to be in the vicinity of the
entranceway. There is also a notable relationship between external features and activity
areas. For House Feature 30 this included all the features I15sociated with heat., whereas
the axial feature proved to be the main focus of tasks at House Featute 8.
lnterestingly, this relationship between the activity areas and panicular feature
types is one of the areas ....'here the dwellings differ most. Although pit hearth fea1w'eS
.....ere found in almost exactly the same locations behind both dwellings, ve:ry little activity
appears to have been taking place: near the hearth (Feature 24) associated with House
Feature 8, compared to the bean.h (Feature 35) associated with House Feature 30. There
are also notable differences in the amount of activity that is associated with the dwellings
respective axial features. Very little activity is associated with the axial feature of House
Feature 30, the opposite of House Feature 8. These differences are most likely explained
as a result ofdiffcrenccs in the function ofthe dwellings and/or in the season of
occupation. Both of these possibilities are explored in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7
Explaining Artefact Assemblage Variability at Point Riehe
7.1 Introdul;tlon
Following the excavation ofFeature I and House Feature 30, Renouf(1992:70)
noted that there were some significant differences in the number and range of fWlctionaJ
tool types between the two features' artefact assemblages. At the time, this was thought
to relate to differences in activities that were carried out at the two dwellings. Although
subsequent analysis (Chapter 6) now indicates that these differences are more likely the
result of Feature I being a midden rather than a dwelling, the excavation oCa third
depression in 2001 (House Feature 30) produced an artefact assemblage that was
different again (Table 5). This chapter therefore addresses the issue of differences in the
number and frequency of tools in the artefact assemblages at Point Riche. A number of
alternative variables are explored, including feature type, length of occupation, house
function, seasonality and site function. to evaluate the most likely cause(s) of this
variability. Having established the most likely cause(s) of variability, the results are then
reviewed against the other lines of archaeological evidence from the site including faunal
data. house architecture and artefact distributions 10 obtain a fuJler understanding of the
site as a whole.
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Table 5. Artefaetsfrom Po;nJ Riche
Artefad Fnturel H..... Middell H...,,,
Fntun8 Fnture 14 Featuft30A_ 10 14 3 41
Biface 3. 30 13 0
Burin like tool • 10 3 0Core 82 2'5 74 2.
Endblode 74 63 '0 23
Hamme<sto.. I 1 1 0
Microblade 308 188 161 29
Pmonn 44 22 27 IS
Retouched/utilized flake 82 161 68 8
B 87 74 36 ,26 67 17 2'6 4 6 0130 43 61 38Uniface I 4 0 0
Total 943 9"" 520 187
Excavated area m') 71 91 3 102
Densitv/m 13.3 10.2 173.3 1.8
Interiordensitvlm 18.3 9.8 173.3 3.6
1.2 Comparisoll of tool type frequencies
Table 5 presents the main stone tools categories from the fourpriociplef~
excavated at Point Ricbe. It does not include bone tools, as these are likely to have been
affected by preservation difTemx:es amongst the four assemblages. Faunal preservation
at Point Riche was dictated by the depth that features were cut into the limestone gravel
substrate and the arnoW1toflimestone gravel in their fills. The deeper the feature was cut
and the more limestone that was in the fill, the better the preservation. As these
conditions differed for the four assemblages, it is probable that differences in the nwnber
'"
ofbone tools from each assemblage resulted, in part. from the diffel'Clll preservation
conditions ofthe four features.
Some of the artefact categories in Table 5 were lumped together to make
comparison between the assemblages simpler. For example, the 39 pieces ofpumice that
wen: identified from House Feature 30 have bec:o included with the abmders, as it is
believed that this is their most likely function. Blades and microblades have also been
added together, as have rctoucbed and utilized flakes, as the distinction between these
classes is often affected by subjective perceptions of individual excavators.
The most striking difference among the four assemblages is the relative lack of
artefacts from House Feature 30 (Table 5). This difference is slightly exaggerated, as the
excavated area around House Feature 30 was slightly larger than the other areas, which
artificially depresses the arttfaet density foc House Feature 30. This is because there is a
drop-offof artefact density as one moves away from a bouse depression. A comparison
of the artefact densities to come from insHie the depressions gives a slightly more
balanced pictw'c, although HOU5e a(the second lowest feature density) still bas three
times the density ofartefacts at 9.81m1compared to House Feature 30, at 3.6Im2. As one
would expect, the midden Feature 14 has the highest density of artefacts, at 173.31m2•
Another notable difference between the artefact assemblages is in the relative
frequency oftbeirtool types (Figure 42). Of the four assemblages, the two dwellings
show the most variation. House Feature 30 has no bifaces or burin-like tools, a relatively
small proportion of sc.-apen. microblades, retouched flakes and slate tools but a very
large proportion ofabraders and lip-flute spalls, and a slightly higher proportion of
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endblades and preforms. On the other hand. House Feature 8 has a high proportion cores
and retouched flakes but a low proportion oftip-nute spaJls.
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Figure 42. Artefac/frequenciesfrom Feature i, Housefeature 8 and 300nd midden
Feature /4
This simple comparison of the artefact assemblages demonstrates a number of
clear differences between the four features at Point Riebe. Of particular note arc the
differences between House Features 8 and 30. The following section, therefore. explores
the possible cause(s) behind these differences. with particular emphasis on the two house
features. This is achieved through a hierarchical cluster analysis of the artefact
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assemblages at Point Riche and 14 other Dorset Palaeoeskimo habitation sites on the
island ofNewfO\D1dland (Table 6, Figure 43, appendix 3). It is anticipated that the cluster
analysis will group together assemblages that have heen influenced by similar variables.
By comparing the groups generated in the cluster analysis against what we already know
about tbe sites from where the assemblages came (e.g. the feature type., season of
Table 6. Sites used in comparative analysis
MHmbla e Feature nates RefereDce
Beaohe' General smead 16S0+f95(SI-1383) Caril!rulll1985
Bird Cove ?Midden ootavailable Penn 2001
Broom Point General spread 1650+f·90(beta-4471) Kro11987, Tuck 1978
42G+/·700·11375)
370+/·100 1-11376
Cape Ray House House 1830+/·105 (GaK·190W Fogt 1999
1565+1·95 GX·1198-
Cape Ray Midden Midden 1830+1-105 (GaK-l906)- Fogt 1999
1565+/-95 GX·lt98-
Dildo House I Ho"" not available LeBlanc 1997, 1999
Dildo House 2 Ho"", not available LeBlanc 1997 1999
Peat Garden North Ho"", 1S70+/-60 (beta·1 13160)- Hmte & Rast 2001
Phillip's Garden F1 Ho"" 18SO+I-lOO{beta-15379) Renouf&Murra 1999
Philli 's Garden H2 House 1593+/-49 (P-683) Renouf & Murrav 1999
Philli ' s Garden F73 Midden 1490+/40 (beta·I60976) Hod etts2002a
Phillin's Garden F77 Midden 1640+/-70 (beta-160975) Hod etts2002a
Pitman General spread 1340+/-1904 (OaK-19M) Linnamae 1975
Stock Cove General spread :;::~:~~:) Robbins 1985
• Dates not directly associated with artefact assemblage
occupation, site function), we can establish whieb variable bas the greatest influence on
assemblage variability. To achieve this, the oomparative assemblages included
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assemblages from a variety of feature types (e.g. middens, house depressions) and from
siles occupied during different seasons. thus allowing different variables to be explored.
The variables investigated in this analysis include feature type. length of occupation,
house function, seasonality and site function. Each is discussed in turn.
It·
6iRlCm.
f'c:llGa,lk!"No
PhillljlsG:lro.1l
Poj,.~
Figure 43. Location ofsi'tes used in the artefact assemblage analysis
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73 Hieranbical duster analysil
There are a variety of statistical tests that allow the comparison ofartefact
variability. Doe such technique: is hierarchical cluster analysis. Hierarcb:ical methods can
be subdivided into two groups, agglomerative and divisive. Those used in this anaJysis
are agglomerative. Agglomerative techniques are concerned with fonning groups within
a data set based on the ootion that members of a group will be more similar to each other
than non-members. Thcy start with all the examples within the data set as separate and
then build up groups, starting with those that are most similar. These most similar groups
are then linked together at increasingly low levels of similarity until ail the items are
linked together in one large: group (Shennan 1997:221). The relationships between lhe
groups may then be presented as a dendrognun. However. as all cluster analyses impose
their o"'n patterning Oft a set of data (Shennan 1997:222) it is important to use a variety
ofapproaebe:s to validate the results. Ifdifferent approaches give similar results in tenns
of their clUSltt 5tJUcture, it is likely that there is a real clustering within the data(Sbennan
1997:257). Two approaches are presented here: The Wards Method (Figure 44) and the
Average-Link cluster analysis (Figw-e 45). These approaches were chosen as they are the
most widely used in an:haeology and are generalty agreed to be the most satisfactory
(Shennan 19970240).
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Groups
{
Cape~;dH~:
1 Cape Ray Midden
Point RicheFI
Point Riche Fl42{ Broo;i::
Point Riche F8
Peat Garden North
Phillip's Garden F73
3 Phillip's Garden H2
Phillip'sGarden FI
Phillip's Garden F77
{
Point Riche F304 St::~:: ---,=~j-------'
Dildo House 1
Dildo House 2 rl==,-__--,__---,__-----,
0.00
Distances
Figure 44. Dendrogram ofthe results ofthe Wards Method cluster analysil
In the Wards Method defines similarity in tenns of the distance of individual
members of a cluster from the mean of that cluster. This distance is calculated as the sum
of the squared deviations ofall points from the means of the clusters to which they
8 The relative similarity between assemblages is read along the X-axis. The distance at which assemblages
join along this axis indicates their relative similarity, the shorter the distance the more similar they are. For
example, of the assemblages in Group 1, those from Cape Ray are more similar to Point Riche than they are
to Bird Cove. This is because Cape Ray and Point Riche join at approximately 0.04, whereas Bird Cove
joins the cluster at 0'<>6.
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belong (Shennan J997:241). In Average-Link the similarity or dissimilarity between
groups is dermed as an arithmetic average ofsimilarities between pairs of members
(Shennan 1997:240). A more detailed description of the techniques can be found in
Shennen (1997: Chapter 11).
Groups
{
hilliP'S Garden F77
1 Point Riche no ------------'
Beaches -----------,
2 Stock Cove --------,
Dildo House I
Dildo House 2
{
PointRicheFB -------'---__
3 Piuman
Broom Point
{
Cape ::;dH~C: ---------,-
4 Cape Ray Midden
Point Riche FI
Point Riche FI4
5 ghilliP'S Garden FI
Phillip's Garden H2
6 p~~~~a::: -;;;~;;;;~:t:=:::;::==~_----,r I I I 1
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
Distances
Figure 45. Dendrogram ofthe results ofthe Average-Link cluster analysis.
The results of the cluster analysis (Figures 44 and 45) show that both approaches
produce similar structure in the clustering of the data, although the Wards Method
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produces digbtly more homogeneous groupings. The only assemblage thai deviates
substantially between the two m~thods is Phillip's Garden Fn. This suggests that the
clustering in the data isreal and not an artef'adoftbe tecluUques used. The following
discussion ofthc cluster analysis is primarily based on the resullS oftbe Wardstc:st,
which produced fewer groups and is therefore simpltt 10 pn:senL
7.3.1 Feature type
The first variable investigated to explain variability in the composition oftools in
an artefact assemblage was feature type. In chapter 6, it was demonstrated that there
were some notable differences in the horizontal distribution of artefacts between different
feature types: midden assemblages and occupation dcposilS. 11 was therefore possjble
that differences would also be noted between the relative frequencies of artefacts in their
~ve assemblages.
The resuhs ofthc Wards Test (FigW'C 44) suggest that fealUre types are not
distinguishable on the basis of the relative frcquencyofartefaets in their assemblages. It
is notable that most, ifnot all, oftbe assemblages in the Group I cluster are the same
feature type (middcns)9. However, if feature types were distinguishable on the basis of
lheit artefact frequencies we would expect to see the middens from Phillip's Garden (f73
and F77) also grouped within this cluster as well, which they are nol
'Whist Cape Ray House was not cltt5sirted Il5 a midden. the immediate proximity or the midden to the
dwelling: at the site makes it likely lhar: midden material spilled into the house during it! occupation and/or
after il$ abandownent. The classific8tion orlbe Bird Co"e assemblage Is RXII'e apel\ to debak. However,
RtlIder (1998) who fimklentifiedtbe site, c&u,ified itua rn.idden.
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7.3.2 Length of ottupation
An alternative explanation for the variation in the artefact frequencies might be
differences in the length ofoccupation. Unfortunately, it was not possible to test this
hypothesis against the comparative site data, as the length of occupation had not been
inferred for the individual sites in the analysis. It was, therefore, impossible to establish
if sites were clustering on the basis of their total use life. However, notable differences in
the density ofartefacts between the four features at Point Riche may suggest that they
were used for different lengths oftime, as more debris tends to accumulate at sites that
arc occupied for longer periods of time (Chatters 1987:345).
When comparing artefact densities it is important only to CQmpare similar types of
feature, as differences in artefact densities between different feature types (e.g. a house
and a midden) are more likely to reflect differences in their formation processes than their
respective use life. Therefore, the middens and the houses are dealt with separately.
The midden Feature 14 has by far the highest density of artefacts (173.3/m 2), as
we would expect. However, the artefact density of Feature 1, which is also a midden. is
much lower (13.3/m2). It is probable, therefore, that midden Feature 14 was used over a
longer period oftime than Feature 1. Additionally, differences between the features'
artefact densities may also have arisen through differences in their formation. Midden
Feature 14 was a formalised refuse dump where waste material was deliberately
discarded. Conversely, Feature I appears to have functioned merely as a convenient
location, used less frequently than a fonnal midden, to discard rubbish, thus resulting in a
more diffuse artefact assemblage.
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There is also a notable difference in the density ofartefacts bet'A'1:Cl'l the two
bouses. House Feature Bhas five times the density ofaru:facu (10.2/m?) of House
Feature 30 (1.8Im2), which again prohablyreflcet3 differences in both the length and
intensity ofuse. HOl'lo<ever. it should be noted that the numberofartefaets in House
Feature 30 is unusually low. The mean density ofartefacts from dwellings used in the
comparative analysis was IB.4Omf. It is, therefore, probable that someotber variable is
influencing the density of artefacts inside the dwelling. One possible explanation is that
House Feature 30 was cleaned shortly before it was abandoned.
The presence of middens on the site clearly attests to the fonnal collection and
discard of refuse, much of which is likely to have come from the inside ofhoust:S.
Additionally, similarities in the architecture suggest that the builders ofthe two dwellings
(re)used both for similar periods oftime10. It is, therefore, possible that the lack of
artefacts in House Feature 30 is, in part. a result of it being cleaned out by the inhabitants.
However, as there is no reason to suppose that this cleaning activity was not abo taking
place in House Feature B, diffeTmCeS in artefact densities between the two houses
probably do indicate differ-ences in their respective use life albeit subsequent to their last
cleaning episode.
It is also notable that there is a slightly greater range oftool types in HOU5e
Feature 8 compared to House Feature 30. This may also indicate that House Feature 30
was occupied for longer, as assemblage diversity tends to increase as the occupation span
MlAIthougbKc:nI(I99I:42)hasdernonstnltcdthattbedegreoeorinvestmem.iD~conslructillllrellects
OJJIJcipwed r.uber !baD octNuIlCl1Jth oroo:upllticn. the presence or two phases oroc::cupetion in Housc
Feature 30 snggesrs Ihat it_used rorarelarivelyklngperiodofrime.
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ofasite increases (Schiffer 1987:281) or ifa site is reused many times (Binford 1982:17).
The small sample size may be partly responsible for the apparent low diversity of tools
from House Feature 30, as small samples are less likely to include tools that are usually
only present in small numbers, such as the burin-like tools. However, this does not
explain the lack ofscrapcrs (2.7%), which on average accounted for 10",4 oftbe tools in
the assemblages used in the comparative analysis.
7.3.3 Howe function
An alternative explanation for differences in the houses' artefact composition is
differences in their soci.a1 function. Boismier (1991 :202) has demonstrated that the two
main functional types of architectuml stmcture, the winter house (domestic residence)
and the kashim (men's "clubhouse"), at the residential bases of the Kusquqvagmiul
Eskimo in central Alaska, can be distinguished on the basis oftheir artefact assemblages.
The midden associated with the kashim contained a greater number and diversity of
artefacts reflecting the greater range and type of activities that took place within the
stnJcture. These tended to include tools and by-products associated with manufacturing
and repair activities carried oul by men. The artefacts in the winter house tended to be
those associated with domestic activities carried out by women.
It is notable that the assemblage in House Feature 30 has a lack of tools associated
with processing activities including bifaces, burin-like lools, and a relatively small
number of scrapers. Instead, the assemblage is dominated with artefacts associated witb.
hunting, including endblades. preforms and tip-flute spalls. House Feature 8, on the other
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hand, has a broader range of functional classes of artefact suggesting that there was a
greater range of activities taking place in and around House Feature 8. It is, therefore,
tempting to view these differences as a reflection of social variation between the
dwellings, perhaps similar to those observed by Boismier. However, while it is certainly
worth considering that variation in the dwellings' tool type frequencies is a product of
differences in their social function, the lack ofcomparative data on dwelling function for
Dorset houses on the island ofNewfoundland makes this type of analysis difficult. The
dwellings on the island are, in all instances, assumed to be domestic spaces. More
research is needed on the potential differences ofdwellings' social function before the
influence oflhis variable on artefact frequeocies can be explored in any detail.
Therefore, on the available evidence, social differences between the dy,"ClIings cannot be
taken as a variable influencing artefact assemblage variability.
7.3.4 Season of occupation
Another possible explanation for variation in the frequency of tool type in an
assemblage is season ofoccupation. Ifdifferent activities were taking place at different
times of year, we might expect to see this reflected in the artcfact assemblages. However,
the results ofthe Wards test (Figure 44) suggest that the season ofoccupation is nol
influencing the tool type frequencies in an assemblage. Ofthe assemblages in the
comparative analysis, Broom Point (Krol 1987: 196), Point Riche House Feature 8
(Renouf 1992:70), Bird Cove (penney 2001 :56), Peat Garden North (Hartery and Rast
2001) and possibly the Pittman site (Linnamae 1975:54) have all been interpreted as
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spring and swnmer sites. As these assemblages do not fall into a single cluster we can
assume that there is no relationship bchlr-een the season of occupation and artefact
assemblage composition.
7.J.5 Site fuaction
Anotheraltema1ive is to view variations in the dwt:llings' tool type frcquenciesof
as a product of changes in the sites' function. Sitefunction is differentiated from house
jUnction, which was explored in a previous research (juestion, and is taken to represent
the usc ofthc sile as a whole, rather than the f'wIction ofthe smaller elements within it
(e.g. a single dwelling). More particularJy, site function is taken as the role that Point
Riche played v.-:ithin the Dorset sett.lement and subsistence adaptive system. Variability
in hunter-gatherer adaptive systems has been shown to manifest itselfin the structure of
the features and artefact assemblages ofarchaeological sites (Chatters 1987, Binford
1980). h is possible, therefore, that some or all oftbcdifferences that areobservc:d in the
frequency of artefacts in the assemblages is better explained as a manifestation of
differeoccs in site function.
The results of the cluster analysis, particularly the Wards Test (Figure 44}, make a
good deal of intuitive sense when viewed in relation to the distribution ofthe sites on the
Island ofNewfowxlland (Figure 43). At a distance of 0.20, the assemblages split otfto
fonn two groups. The fust includes the sub-groups 1 to 3 and lhe second includes group
4. It is notable that all the sites in the first cluster (Groups I to 3) are situated on the
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western side of the island and all those in the second cluster (Group I), apart from Point
Riche F30, are situated on the eastern side (Figure 43).
In his reappraisal of the Dorset Palaeoeskimo on the island of Newfoundland,
Robbins (1985:118. J986:122) identified three regions based on distinct artefact styles
and, to some extent, differing economic adaptations: the west coast, the northeast coast
and the south coast. He suggested that the different economic strategies had come about
as a result of differences in the range, abundWlce and predictability of resources in the
three areas.
The main difference between these three regions, and more generally between the
we:.1ern and eastern sides ofthe island, is the abundance and predictability of harp seal.
The main areas ofharp seal abundance on the island of Newfoundland are on the west
coast and Ilortheasll,.-m coast (Sergeant 1991 :32-33). People living on the west coast of
the island., particularlytbe inhabitants of Phillip's Garden, could access these barp seal,
which could have poteIltially provided sufficient meat and oil to support the population
for much of the year (Tuck nd: 121). In the southeastern area, harp seal are less abundant
and cannot be counted on to the same degree. The distribution of nineteenth-eentury
communities involved in the landsman hunt (a local hunt where the presence of pack-ice
allowed access to seals by foot) indicates that harp seals were only locally accessible
from Notre-Dame Bay northwards (Sergeant 1991 :Figures 73 and 98). lnstead, more
readily available resources in the southeast include fish, birds and small mammals, with
harbour seal and caribou being the most abundant species.
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Robbins(I995:125) suggested that on the west coast, the economy was based
principally on the exploitation of !teal. particularly harp seal. The abundance ofharp seal
allowed for relatively large and permanent settlements to develop with little or DO need to
mo"'e from the outer coastal zone. In the oonbeastem and southern regions of tile island,
where harp seal arc less abundant, the Dorset Palacoeskimo broadened their diet
(Robbins 1985:140). More emphasis was placed on bunting other species including
hooded, ringed. grey and harboW' seals, caribou and salmon (depending on local
availability). More mobility and smaller group size were required in response to the
dispc:rscd nature of these TeSOUI'CeS. This resulted in a settlement pattern of smaller, more
temporary sites distributed over a wider area than in the west (Robbins 1985:129). Ra~t
(1999), in a survey of Dorset settlement patterns around Burgeo, confirmed this more
generally dispersed subsistence and settlement pattern for~ south roast region.
The results of the Wards test suggests that artefact assemblages llIe, at the
broadest level of grouping (distance 020), reflecting thegrea1eSt extremes in the
gettlemttlt and subsistence strategies employed by the Dorset Palaeoesk.imo on the island
ofNewfouOOland, separating those sites that fall within Robbins' western region (Groups
1 to 3) from those that fall within the southern and eastern regions (Group 4). This
appears to be the result of differences in the range and types of activities taking place,
and differences in the length of residency and frequency of rooccupatioo between sites on
the west and east coasts.
This appears to be confirmed when we view the clusters generated by the Wards
Test in a Box and Whisker plot. This helps establish on what: basis the duster analysis is
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grouping the di.fferent assemblages. In the Box and Whisker plot, each artefact type
within the four main groups recognised in the Wards test are presented graphically as an
individual batcb ofdata (Figure 46). The middle oreach batch ofdata, from bingell to
hinge, is shown as a box with a line through it at the median. "Whiskers" extend ot.tt of
each end of the box to the extreme maximum and minimum values (Vellcman and
Hoaglin 1981:66).
The value on the Y-axis corresponds to the frequency ofan individual tool type
from a site's total assemblage:. For example, the mean value ofbifaces from Group I
sites is givco as approximately 0.03. This tells us that the mean frequency ofbifaces in
Group I assemblages is 3%. However, looking at the extremes, as indicated by the
whiskers, we can see that the highest frequency ofbifaces in one assemblage from Group
I W8.'1 approximately 7% (0.07) and the lowest frequency from a Group 1assemblage was
nearer 2% (0.02).
"The advantage of presenting the data in this way is that it allows the relative
frequency of individual tool types to be compared between the different groups. It also
allows the oventll range and symmetry oftbe data to be viewed 81 a glance (VeUeman
and Hoaglin 1981 :66). For example, we can see that site:! in Group 1 tend to have a
higher proportion of rnkrobl.ades in their assemblages than the other three groups.
However, sites in Group I also display a higher-degree of variation in the ratio of
microblades in their assemblages than the other three groups.
It Hinges are the 5UII\lIUlJ'}' values in the middle ofeach ha!foflhe data, eitheT side oftbemediaD. HingC3
are similar to quartiles, whidl_ calculaled so WI one quaneroflbe data lies below tile Jowet quanile and
ooc quarta" lies above the upper quartHe. The main difTc:rcoce between hinges and qUllliles is that the
deplboflhe hinge iscaleulaledfi'om the deplh of the median. wherelsaquartilc iscakullled fium the
DIIDlberofCMeS(Vel1emm"'H~in 'HI;43}.
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Figure 46. Box and Whisker plots
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Analysis ofthe Box and Whisker-plots shows that Point Riche House Feature 30
and the sites from the eastern side ofthe island (Group 4) have more eodblades and
prefonns and fewer bifaces, burin~like tools and microblades than the sites 00 the western
side ofthe island. This suggests that there was a narrower range of activities taking place
at single site locations on the cast coast compared to the west. The emphasis at sites in
Group 4 was more towards hunting, with less emphasis on processing/fabrication
activities than in the other groups. We can only assume that processing activities were
taking place elsewhere. This is not to say that the sites in Group 4 are specialised hunting
camps. All the sites in the analysis have been interpreted as habitation sites to certain
degrees. Rather, the data suggests that there is more emphosis on certain activities at
some sites than others.
Similarly, when we look at the Group I assemblages we see that the sites have
substantially more microblades, generally more scrapers and bifaces, and generally less
cores than the other groups. The emphasis on these sites, therefore, appears to be towards
processing activities. Site function, therefore, does appear to be the dominant factor in
separating the sites, based on their artefact assemblages.
This relationship between site function and artefact frequency is JXlssibly further
demonstrated at a more refined level of clustering in the Wards Test (Figure 44) and may
indicate differences in settlement and subsistence orientation. At a Distance ofO.tO we
see the assemblages in Group 3 divided into two sub-groups with Peat Garden North and
Phillip's Garden Feature 73 in one cluster and all the other assemblages from Phillip's
Garden in another. Hodgetts (2002b) has demonstrated that the faunal material from
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Feature 73 is unusual in that it has a marked increase in fish and bird compared to earlier
assemblages, which are all dominated by barp seal. She suggests that this may indicate a
broadening of the subsistence base by the inhabitants of Phillip's Garden towards the end
of the site's history (Feature 73 is late in the sequence ofoccupation at the site).
Likewise, the faunal 8.c;semblage from Peat Garden North mso indicates that the
inhabitants had a broad subsistence base, including several species of seal, caribou,
beaver and a range ofbirds (Hodgens citing Murray 1998, 2000).
It is noteworthy. therefore, that ofthe assemblages in Group 3, those that have
been demonstrated to have more similar faunal assemblages, also have more similar
artefact assemblages. This may suggest that differences in the frequency of tool type of
an artefact assemblage are, in part, reflecting differences in economic adaptive strategies.
Phillip's Garden F73 and Peat Garden North having a broader diet breadlh, whereas all
the other 8."SCI1lblages in group 3, which form their own sub-group, come from deposits at
Phillip's Garden that date to the period when the function of the site remained relatively
focused, acting as a winter base camp where families aggregated for the March harp seal
hunt (Harp 1976:137, Renoufand Murray 1999:130). However, it should be noted that
of the assemblages in Group 3, both Phillip's Garden F73 and Peat Garden North have a
very high soapstone count (Appendix )), which may be why they are distinguishable
from the other sites.
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7.4 Disc::lIMioD
The results oflbe cluster analysis suggest that there are lwe dominant variables affecting
the frequency of tool types in anefact assemblages: length ofoccupation, and economic
adaptive strategy. These two variables are likely to be interrelated, as the length ofstay
and subsequent re-use ofa site is likely to be influenced by the availability and
predictability of resources (Kelly 1995:90-97). The inhabitants ofthe west coast ofthe
island, being ideally situated in relation to the highly predictable and abundanl harp seal
resoW'Ce, could perform a greater variety of their day-to-day subsistence tasks at a single
iQcation. Additionally, the presence of a highly predictable and abundant resource may
have facilitated more permanent residency and/or grealer occurrence of~upationof
sileS. Conver.oely, the inhabitants of the southern and eastern coasts needed to be more
mobile and hunt to a broader range of species in response to a more dispersed resource
base. This may have resulted in sites being occupied for shorter periods of time, with
activities being more site specific. The archaeological manifestation ofthese different
settlement and subsistmce adaptations is seen in the artefact assemblages.
lfthis hypothesis is c:onect then it is possible thai some or all the variabilitythal is
observed between the artefact assemblages of the two dwellings at Point Riche is due to
differences in the senlernent and subsistence orientation of their inhabitants. If this~
so, one has to question why Point Riche shows variability when all the other sites/regions
appear to demonstrate consistent strategics? II is possible that the reason that we see
variability at Point Riche is merely the result of the site being examined at a greater
detail, at a bouse-by·bouse level, compared to most of the other sites. which are
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examined at the site level (e.g. Stock Cove and Beaches). Ifwe were to examine the
other sites at the same detail we might also observe similar variability. However, at other
sites where W~ do have multiple houses, sucb as Dildo Island and Phillip's Garden we do
see the houses clustering together. It does theref~ suggest that something Wlusual is
happening at Point Riche. Additionally, ifsubsistence orientation is not influencing the
clustering ofthe artefact assemblages in the Wards Test, then we need to come to SO~
other conclusion as to why sites on the western side of the island are being separated
from those on the east. At our CWTetlt state of knowledge of the Dorset Palaeoeskimo on
the island, the mosllogical explanation is to see the clustering as a reflection ofthe
variation in the regionaJ adaptations that have long been recognised among different areas
of the island.
The notable exception to the separation of C8SI. and west coast sites observed in
the Wards Test is House Feature 30m Point Riche. which falls within the east coast
cluster. More particularly, House Feature 30 shows greatest similarity to the Beaches site
(Figure 45). Rcnouf and Bell (in press) have: demoostr81c:d that the Beaches site: is ideally
situated to take advantage of a varid}' ofresoW'CCS, particularly luubour sc:a1. This would
suggest that the settlement and subsistc:oc:e adaptation ofthe inhabitants ofHousc: Fe:at\Irc
30 was more similar to those Dorset Palaeoeskimo groups living on the eastern side: of
the: island, particularly the Bc:aches site, with a shorter residency, an economy based on a
wider range of resources (but still focusing on seal) and a number ofactivities,
particularly processing activities, taking place at alternative locations.
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Conversely, House Feature 8 is clustered with sites that (all on the weskm side of
the i!l1and (Group 2). The greater number and range ofartefacts from House 8 iUggeslS
that more activities were taking place "within the dwelling and that it was (re)occupied for
a longer period ortime. UnfOl1uoately, establishing the precise nature of House Feature 8
is difficult, as at it is not clear why the Group 2 cluster differs from the other west coast
groups (Groups I and J).
Examination ofthe Box and Whisker plots (Figure 46) shows that Group 2
assemblages have a relatively high mtio ofcores and utilized flakes and a relatively low
ratio of endblades. However, the archaeological significance oflhis is difficult to
establish. A high number of cores in an assemblage is often taken to indicate that a site
functioned as a lithic procurement locale (Kooyman 2000: 130). This interpretation
would certainly fit well with Broom Point, which is situated very close to a high quality
eben source at Cow Head. H~, it does not provide an adequate explanation for the
high Ialio ofcores associated Point Riebe House Feature 8. The main lithic raw material
used by Dorset Pa1aeoesJcimo in the Port aLI Choix region was also Cow Head chert
(LeBlanc 2000) and Point Ricbe is clearly not the procurement locale for Cow Head
chert. The high mio ofcores from House Feature 8 is more likely the result of a cache
being left behind in House Feature 8 after it was vacated. Interestingly, a cache of cores
also appean> to have been placed in the midden Featw"e 14, which is associated with
House Feature 8 (based on the horizontal distribution: see Chapter 6). lms at least
indicates that reoccupation of House Feature 8 was anticipated. which corresponds to the
observation that House Feature 8 was more likelyuscd (or a longer period of time.
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One aspect that was not resolved from the investigation into artefBct diversity was
the site's season of occupation. There are, however, a1temati ...-r lines ofevidence
available that aHow us to explore this question, including the faunal data, house
arditeetW'e and artefact distributions. Table 7 presents the faunal data from ea;b of the
four main featuresat Point Riche. Variation between the four assemblages is most likely
because ofpreservation differences and is not thought to be significant. TIlls is
unfortunate., as it does nol allow us to explore potential shifts in the economic adaptation
of the site that were tentatively suggested from the analysis oftool type frequencies. The
discussion of the faunal material therefore treats the assemblage as a whole. Hov.-ever,
despite problems associated with differential preservation, the dominance of seal in the
assemblage indicatc:s that despite the hypothesised changes in subsistence practices, the
main economic focus at Point Ricbe was always harp seal.
The faunal material at Point Ricbe is heavily dominated by seal, which accounts
for 92.6% oftbe bone identified to at least the family }evel. Ninety-eight percent of the
seal that couJd be identified to species was harp seal. It is Iileely, therefore, that most of
the bones identified to Phocidac are harp seal. Other resources include fish (9.2%), a
variety of birds (2.3%) and the odd mammal including beaver and caribou (0.3%). The
faUl'.a1 assemblage indicates that the economic emphasis at Point Riche was hunting seaJ,
most of which was probably harp seal. Harp seals are available off the coast of Point
Riebe in December during their annual southward migration to their winter breeding
grounds in the GulfofSI. Lawrence. They are available again between March and May,
when they return north along with the retreating pack ice to their summer feeding
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grounds in the arctic (LeBlanc 1996:24-27). However, the seals would have been most
abundant and accessible during the March-May migration as they are only rarely fOWld
ofT the coast of Newfoundland during December \.LeBlanc 1996:26). The faunal data
therefore indicates that Point Riche must have been occupied somewhere between March
and May.
Table 7. Faunal assemblage from Point Riehe
+values record number ofidentified specimens
Taxon Featllul Ho_ Midden House Total
Fealure8 Fealllrel4 FealllreJO
Unidmammal 4339+ 1761 726 0 6826
Uoid hocidae 969 667 144 II 1791
Ham=! 49 38 2 3 92
Bearded seal 1 0 0 0 1
Harbour seal 1 0 0 0 1
Beaver 6 7 0 0 13
Caribou 4 0 0 0 4
Unidfish 9 153 2 19 183
Cod I II 0 0 12
Sculpins 2 0 0 0 2
Mollusca 0 I 0 0 1
Unidbird 21 II 0 0 32
Duck! oosc/swan 0 • 0 0 •Eider/Sooter 2 2 0 0 •Gulls 6 2 0 0 8M,m,,, 1 0 0 0 1
To'" 5411 2657 87' 34 8975
Dcnsist /m 762 32.5 291.3 0.33
The dwelling architecture also gives us a few clues to the season ofoccupation.
Many of the features associated with the dwellings are located outside. There is no doubt
that these could only have been constructed and used when there was no snow cover.
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Analysis ofthesrtefact distributions atlC:SlS to this, with many activities taking place
outside the dwellings, particularly around House Feature 8. Likewise., the semi-
subterranean dwellings would most likely have been dug out when the ground was not
frozen. Today SllOWCOVCT in the region is continuous from January until the end of
March (Damman 1983:196) but more often than not continues through ApriL This snow
cover may have extended further during the Dorset Palaeoeskimo occupation of Point
Riche, as climatic data suggests that the temperature would have been slightly colder
(Bell et al 2000). This suggests that the ground would still have been SDOw~oVered at
the beginning of the seal boot and possibly well into it. The architectural features and
artefact distributions therefore indicate that the site was occupied more towards the end
of the seal hunt, possibly extending into the summer months. ()c(:upation into the
summer months would be facilitated by the storage of dried seal meat. Park (1998) has
argued that dried sc:al meat probllbly constituted a significant part of the diet oftbe Thule
inhabitants ofPOIden Point, Devon Island A similar practice was probable amongst the
Jb.sd Inhabitants at Point Riebe.
The differences obserYed between Hoose Features 8 and 30 indicate that the use
of Point Riebe varied within the Dorset Palaeoeskimo settlement and subsistence system.
While the available faw'lSl evidence indicates that the subsistence focus at Point Ricbe
was always haJp seal, analysis of the artefact assemblages indicates that there may have
been some degree of variability in subsistence patterns. The differences in artefact
density, and to some extent diversity, provide evidence for the variability in the period of
time that the occupants inhabited the site at any given time. Whether this variability took:
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place on an annual basis, depending on the cireumstanees ofa given year, or wa<> a
gradual shift from one system to another over time is difficult to establish, as only two
houses have been excavaled at the site. However, the radiocarbon dates from the
dwellings (Table 3) indicate that House feature 30 was occupied up 10 200 years later
than House Feature 8, which may indicate that there was a shift towards less pcnnanent
residency and possibly a broader diet breadth towards the end of the site's history.
Erwin (1996:129), and l'TIOfe recently RCllOufand Murray (1999:130) have argued
just such a scenario for the nearby Dorset Palaeoeskimo site at Phillip's Garden. Erwin
noted that differences bc..1wccn the houses' tool inventories were greatest at the beginning
and the end of the site's occupation, suggesting that there was a greater degree of
functional variability during these periods. He recognised three phases in the residency
pattemand function oftbe site. First, there was an initial phase of slow growth and
varied function. Second, there wa<> a rapid growth in the site. with an increase in bouse
contemporaneity and narrowing in the range of functions. with a specific fOCUSOD the
spring harp seal hunt. The third phase saw a decrease in site size and bouse
contemporaneity with a return to a broader- range of functions. This interpretation has
recently been stmlgthened dwing preliminary investigations into the faunal material
from the site. As noted above (section 7.3.5), Hodgctts (2002b) has demonstrated that
there was a broadening ofthe subsistence base at the site towards the end of its
occupation.
Given the spatial prox.imity of Point Richc to Phillip's Garden it is possible that
we are seeing a similar shift in site function and residency patterns towards the end afme
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Dorset Palaeoeskimo occupation on the peninsula, as any local variable that may have
precipitated changes at Phillip's Garden, are likely to have affected Point Riche as well.
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CHAPTERS
Conclusion
This thesis sought to answer a number of Te5e8l'Cb questions about the Dorset
Palaeoeskimo occupation of Point Ricbe. 1be excavation of t\loO depressions at the site
by Renoufhad considerably advanc.ro our understanding ofthe site. However, 8 nurnber
ofquestions remained unresolved and it was these that this thesis sought to address.
These related to the number, distribution and architectural variability or homes at the site,
and to the type, location and variability of activilies associated with the dwellings. The
excavation of a third dwelling, in conjunction with an integrated survey. provided
sufficient additional data to allow these questions to be answered.
The results of the geophysical survey demonstrated that the Dorset Palaeoeskimo
site a1 Point Riebe consisted orat kast 15 dwelling!> that ran north-south, parallel to and
approximately 200 m west ofthe present coastline. The spatial distribution ofhouses
shows remarkable regularity, with most spaced along the terrace edge approximately 10
m span from ooeanother. The inhabitants ofthe site "..ere clearly taking full advantage
of the termee, as placement aCthe bouseson the downward slope that nms behind the
ridge provided protection from the prevailing onshore wind. Results from the resistivity
survey also demonstrated that it y.rould have been the driest part of the site. The terrace
also provided a clear vantage point oul to sea and is conveniently located for fresh water
thai runs as a stream 10 m to the east The active shoreline at the time of the Dorset
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Palaeoesk.imo occupation would have been approximately 50 m from the tenace's base.
considerably closer than today.
The geophysical survey also indicated a number of additional small
lUciJaeoJogical featwes that clustered along the outer edge ofthe tenace towards the
centre ofthe site. Whilst the precise natureoftbcse remains unclear. it is believed that
they may be small refuse pits. Their spatial segregation from the dwellings is taken to
indicate that the site was. to a certain degree, Ofganised into distinct zones. A similar
pattern obtained from the geophysical survey at Phillip's Garden supports this hypothesis.
TIle excavation ofa third depression at Point Rkhe bas demonstrated that much
of the variation observed from previous field seasons was most likely the result of the
original misidentification of Fwure I as a dwelling. lnstead. it appears that there was a
high degree ofarchiteetunl.! conformity 001 only in house design but also in the spatial
arrangement of their associated features. Most notable was the placement ofan informal
bc:anh immediately behind each dwelling, "'i.th a more formal hc:anh arrangement
siruated near the d\\-elling entrance. Although this regularity in bouse design can only be
positively demonstrated for the two excavated dwellings. the results of the magnetometer
survey indicate that it was common to a number of other houses at the site.
Analysis of the artefact distributions indicated that there were distinct patterns of
activity associated with the houses. The most favoured working area appears to have
been in the vicinity of the entranceway and immediately in front ofthe dwellings. There
is also a notable relationship between external features and activity areas. For House
Feature 30. this included all the features associated with beal, whereas the axial feature
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proved to be the main focus of tasks at House Feature 8. The absence of any spatial
pa.tteming associated with Feature 1 was taken as additional evidence of its original
misidentification as a dwelling. The visual and statistical analysis of the horizontal
distribution of Feature l's artefacts demonstrated that it had more in common with a
midden than a dwelling.
Analysis of the tool type frequencies from the dwellings demonstrated that
although there was a high degree of similarity in house architecture and location of
activities, the types ofactivity varied considerably. Establishing the determinants of this
variability proved to be complex and was not fully rerolved. A number ofalternative
explanations for these differences were explored, including feature type (e.g. midden vs.
occupation deposit), levels of cleaning activity, house function and site ftmction. The
artefact assemblages from Point Riehe were compared through hierarchical cluster
analysis to 14 other assemblages from middens and dwellings from a number for
habitation sites on the island ofNewfoundland.. The clusters generated from this analysis
were then reviewed against the alternative variables to see which made the most intuitive
At its broadest level, the cluster analysis assembled sites into groups that reflected
regional adaptations in the Dorset Palaeoeskirno settlement and subsistence system on the
island. At a fmer level, sites appeared to cluster into groups that tended to reflect
differences in particular economic strategies. Differences in the density, and to a lesser
extent the range ofartefacts between the dwellings was taken to indicate differences in
their respective use life. It was, therefore, suggested that one of the strongest
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detenninants on artefact assemblage composition was site function, particularly residency
pattt.."I'I1S (length ofoccupation) and economic adaptation. However, it was also felt that
the removal of artefacts during cleaning episodes could influence the assemblages'
diversity. Although not proven directly, the presence of middens on the site was taken to
indicate this activity. The density ofartcfacts within a dwelling was, therefore, taken to
reflect activities and length ofoccupation subsequent to the last cleaning episode.
Analysis of the faunal material indicated that the primary economic focus of the
inhabitants at Point Riche was hunting harp seal. This could have taken place anywhere
between March and May when the seals migrated close by the site on their way to their
summer feeding grounds in the Arctic. However, evidence from the dwelling
architecture and artefact distributions suggested that the focus ofactivities was outside
the dwellings when there was no snow cover. This is believed to indicate that the
occupation of the site extended past the end ofthe harp seal migration into early summer.
It is speculated that this was achieved through the storage of dried seal meat, obtained
during the productive hunting months ofMareh through May.
It appeared then, that much of the variation observed in the artefact assemblages
was attributable to the inhabitants variable use ofthe site. Some years may have seen the
Dorset Palaeoeskimo at the site for much ofthe early winter through to early stunmcr,
whereas other years may have seen a more periodic short tenn occupancy. This
hypothesis is also supported by variability between some elements of the dwellings'
architecture. The location of the axial feature outside House Feature 8, in conjunction
with the higher ratio ofartefacts outside the house, suggests that it was more likely
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occupied during the wanner months, towards the end ofthe harp seal migration and
possibly intotbe summer. The wide range ofanefacts found in association with House 8
indicates that it was occupied fora relatively long period oftirne, encompassing many
. aspects ofthe daily lives of the inhabitants. Conversely, the focus of activity around
House Fe:atwe 30 was inside and ne&rsourccsofheat This may indicate that the
dwelling was occupied more toward the beginning ofthe seal hunt. The relatively low
number and range ofartefacts suggests that it was occupied for a relatively shorter period
of time, with a more specific focus on hunting. However, in each instance the primary
reason for moving to the site was to hunt the abundant herds ofharp seal.
Radiocarbon dates from the two dwellings may indicate that these changes in the
use took place over the course ofthe site's history, with a more temporary residency
pattern, as indicated by House FeatUJ"e 30, towards the end. This shift in settlement and
subsi~pattern at the end of the Dorset Palaeoeskimo occupation ofthe Pon au Choix
region has been highlighted elsewhere in recent years (Erwin 1995; HodgeUs 2002b;
R£noufand MWl'llY 1999). Evidence from Phillip's Garden suggests that the Dorset
Palaeoeskimo broadened their subsistence base towards the end oftbe site's history in
response to fluctuations in harp seal availability (Hodgctts 2002b). No doublsuch shifts
in subsistence practices were complemented by shifts in settlement patterns. While it is
speculated that the proximity ofPh.illip's Garden to Point Riche makes it likely that
similar changes were taking place at the two sites, further evidence would be needed to
demonstrate this conclusively at Point Riche. as evidence to date comes from only two
excavated dwellings.
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The results from Point Riche are part ofa growing body of evidence that indicates
changes in the Dorset Palaeoeskimo settlement and subsistence system towards the end of
their occupation of the Port au Choix region. This period is becoming an increasingly
interesting and complex time in the island's history. The climate appears to have
ameliorated somewhat lit this time (Bell et aI. 2000). It has been suggested that this
might have influenced the abundance and predictability ofharp seal populations on which
the Dorset Palaeceskimo inhabitants ofthe area relied (Hodgetts 2002b). This no doubt
impacted on the lifeways of the Dorset inhabitants of the Peninsula. While we appear to
be observing pan of this impact at Point Riche, further research is required to better
establish the nature ofthese changes in the Port au Choix region and to determine
whether similar changes look place island-wide.
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APPENDIX I
Layer and feature descriptions
Area 1: Level DeseriptioDS
Level t: Turfltopsoil
Levell was a turfand topsoil layer up to 5 em in depth that covered the whole of
Area 1. It consisted of a mid brown silty clay with occasional small angular pea-sized
grit inclusions. It was very dry and crumbly due to the lack of rain in the weeks prior to
the excavation and had abundant roots throughout. Tbis deposit was very thin in places
particularly around the area ofthe house depression and contained flakes immediately
below ground surface. It corresponded to Levell identified in previous seasons (Renouf
1986:24; 1992:46).
Level 2: Occupation deposit
Level 2 consisted ofa slightly greasy silty clay that nmged from mid grey-brown
to almost black with occasional angular pea-sized grit and small angular stones. Its depth
varied between 5-7 em. It covered most of Area I including the walls ofthe House
Feature 30 but was not identified within the depression (Feature 63) itself. which
contained a thick dark grey silty deposit instead, Level 4. Level 2 contained many flakes
and artefacts and was most likely the remnants of the cultural horizon that relates to the
occupation of House Feature 30. Although many areas appeared very black, no charcoal
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was observed in this deposit. Levels 2 and 4 correspond to Level 2 identified dwing the
1991 field season (Renoufl992:46).
Level 3: Natural soil (construction horizon)
Level 3 was a mottled mid to light yellow-brown leached silty clay up to 7 em in
depth with moderate to frequent angular and sub-angular pea-sized grit. ~el 3 lay
directly above the natural limestone gravel (Level 5) throughout Area I and was the soil
horizon upon which House Feature 30 and associated features were constructed. Level 3
was essentially a sterile deposit, containing no finds apart from the interface between it
and deposits immediately above. Level 3 does not correspond to any level identified in
previous seasons.
Leve14: Silt fill of house depression
Level 4 (plate I) was a sticky dark, grey black, well sorted silty clay 12 em in
depth with occasional pea-sized grit and the occasional small angular stones. Towards
the base of the deposit there were an increasing number offlat angular limestone rocks
ranging in size from 9-26 em2. Many of these flat rocks appear to have originated from
the stone platfonn F40, eroding down the face of the depression Feature 63. The top 5
em of Level 4 was disturbed and contained some modem plastie and metal finds. LeveI4
is thought to represent a post-abandonment deposit within the house depression,
consisting of a relatively rapid initial erosion of platform Feature 40 into the house
depression (Feature 63) followed by a gradual silting episode. Therefore, all finds within
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Levcl 4 probably originate from the platform 'Nithin House Feature 30. Level4
corresponds to Level 2 from the 1991 field season (Renouf 1992:46).
Level 5: Natural gravel
Level 5 (plate I) was an undulating yellow-white rounded limestone gmvel 75 em
in depth. At the top ofthisdqxlsit there were frequent irregular hollows., sinkholes and
depressions filled 'Nith a light yellow-grey silt most likely resulting from some natural
process such as root activity or frost wedging. No artefacts were found in association
'Nith levelS. Level 5 was identified in both Area I and Area 2. levelS corresponds to
Level 4 from previous seasons (Renouf 1986:24; 1992:46).
Area I: Feature DeKripHons
Feature 30: House depression (Figures 28 and 30)
Fea1W'e 30 (plate I) is an arbitrary number assigned to all architectural featw'c:s
and deposits that comprise the house depression "House Feature 30". It consists ofa
compacted earth floor (Feature 42), an earth bankJplatform (Feature 45), a stone platfonn
(Feature 40), turf platfonns (Feature 31 and Feature 36), 8 gravel spread (Feature 32),
stone slabs (Feature 46 and Feature 61), two pits (Feature 37 and Feature 47), two
post/stake holes Feature (55 and Feature 56), a central depression (Feature 63), an
occupation deposit (Feature 59) and an axial feature (Feature 60).
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Feature 31: Turf platform
Feature 31 (Plate I) was a mid red-brown silty day deposit with a spongy matted
texture containing occasional small sub-angular stones up to 9 cm2 and moderate angular
grit inclusions. It was discontiguous and amorphous in shape, covering an area around
the northern, southern and eastern sides of the depression (Feature 63) up to 1.65 m in
width. To the north and south it extended further to disappear wulcr the northern and
southern section walls respectively. Its matrix was similar to that of another turfdeposit
(Feature 36) although Feature 36 was ofa denser more matted texture and contained
many flat limestone rocks. Feature 31 was thought to represent the remnants of a
turt7earth platform that surrounded the centTa1 depression Feature 63 and acted as a sitting
and sleeping area within the house.
Feature 32: Gmvel spread
Feature 32 (plate I) was a thin silty gravel spread with occasional sub-angular
stones up to 22 em2 situated along the eastern side oflOO depression Feature 63. It
measured 1.64 m in length 0.94 m in width and 6 em in depth. This deposit may have
been an attempt by the occupants of the house fO repair or modify the earth bank (Feature
45) that was constructed to build up the eastern side of House Feature 30 that sits at a
lower level due to the natural break ofslope ofthe ground surface.
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Feature 33: Stone arrangement
Feature 33 (Plate 2) was an irregular arrangement of Oat sub-angular limestones
distributed over an area at least 1.5 m in length and 1.60 m in width 1 m south of House
Feature 30. The stones ranged in size between 8 cm! to 26 em! and averaged 5 em thick.
All the stones appear to have been weathered to a powdery white fInish and one had
evidence ofbuming. It was not clear if either of these processes had taken place in situ.
No clear structural function for thc stones couJd be discerned. A single Groswalcr
endblade was found in association with the stones, which may indicate that Fealure 33
predates House Feature 30. If this is the case it is possible that much of this feature was
robbed out by the occupants of House Feature 30 in order to construct their dwelling.
Alternatively it may bave been the badly disturbed remains of an ex.ternal axial feature,
similar 10 that identified with House Feature 8 (Renouf 1992:60).
Feature 34: Stone arrangement
Feature 34 (Plate 2) consisted of an irregular arrangement of flat angular
limestones distributed over an area 2.10 m in length and 1.80 m in width approximately
1.40 m north cast of House Feature 30 and I m south of hearth Feature 35. The stones
ranged in size between 20 em! and 70 em! and averaged 4 cm thick. All the stones had
been weathered to a white powdery finish. Two of the siones consisted of large flat
limestone slabs identical to one fOWld within House Feature 30 and one slab (Feature 53)
just outside the southern limits oflbe dwelling. It is unclear what the function of these
slabs might be as there were no closely associated artefact or flake distributions fOWld
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with them. It is possible that they were lL-.ed as convenient work surfaces, although the
surfaces were too badly eroded to identify any work mark. Alternatively they may have
acted as tent skin anchors or similar flXing.
Feature 35: Hearth pit
Feature 35 (Plate 2) was a sub-rectangular V-profile depression with irregular
base 0.70 m in length, 0.52 m in width and 8 em in depth situated 3m north east of House
Feature 30. It was filled with a dark grey-black silty-elay with frequent angular grit
inclusions. Charcoal was found throughout the deposit as well as small pieces of baked
clay/soiL This fcature was most likely an informal hearth, given the presence of the
charcoal and the baked clay throughout its fill.
Feature 36: Turf platfonn
Feature 36 (Plate 2) was a mid red4brown silty clay deposit with a spongy matted
texture containing a moderate number of small flat limestone rocks up to 10 cm2 and
occasional angular grit inclusions. It covered an area approximately 1.80 m wide around
the southeastern and eastern edges of depression (Feature 63). Its matrix was similar to
Feature 3t although Feature 36 was denser and more matted in texture and contained
frequent flat limestone rocks. Along with Feature 31, Feature 36 fonns what is thought
to represent the modification or repair of the interior platform of House Feature 30.
Although the structure of individual turfs could not be seen within either Feature 31 or
Feature 36 it is thought that these deposits were deliberately laid down to form a
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comfortable turf flooring around the central depression Feature 63. It is not thought that
they represent a natural turf development after the dwelling had gone out or use. lhis
conclusion is based on the presence of a distinct artefact horizon that lay on top of
Feature 36, suggesting that it was once a surface.
Feature 37: Pit
Feature 37 (Plate 2) was first identified afterthc removal of turfdeposit (Feature
31) as a clearly defined round, flat-bottomed pit with 50degree walls approximately 50
em in diametereut into the eastern bank of House Feature 30 through the grovel spread
(Feature 32). It was filled with. dark grey brown silty clay with occasional angular grit
inclusions. When first identified, halfofFeature 37 appeared to be hidden under the east-
west section wall that ran through the centre of Area I. However, upon removal of the
section wall no evidence of the pit could be seen. It is probable, therefore, that this was
not a pit at all but merely a small local changc within the soil matrix ofearth bank
(Feature 45).
Feature 38: HearthlHeating Platfonn
Feature 38 (plate 2 and Figure 31) was a formal arrangement oftbree sub-
rectangular limcstone rocks that fonned a structure 39 em in length, 35 em in width and
10 em in height, which was situated 2m west of House Feature 30 directly outside what is
thought to be the entranceway to thc dwelling. The stones ranged in size from 15 em by
8 em to 30 em by 20 em. The stones showed signs of severe heating with blackened red
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di!lCOloration. They had also cracked and cnunbled in many places to a pinlcisIJ..white
grit, particularly in the centre ofme feature. Immediately to the south of these stones
\/o'el'e two white, sub-angular igneous rocks which may have been part of this feature.
Despite the clear signs of intense beating 00 evidence of cbarcoal was observed in
association with this feature. A similar feature (Feature 10) was found in the vicinity of
House feature 8 by Renouf (1992:56). She likened it 10 the beating platfonns found in
oorthern NOI'\\-ay during the Younger Slone Age, which acted as a form ofstovetop.
Feature 39: PoHtand
Feature 39 (Plate 3 and Figure 32) was an arrangement of flat irregular shaped
limestone rocks piled into two stacks 12 em apart to form a structure approximately 50
em square and 13 em in height TIle western stack was constructed from four stones; the
eastem stack although having tipped over could easily be reconstn1cted to form a pile five
stones high. The stones nmged in size from 15 em 10 38 em in length and 9 em. to 17 em
in width and averaged 3cm thick. A single long s~rounded stone 23 em in length and 5
em indiame'ler lay at 9ft to these two piles to form the southwestern side ofthe feature.
At the base of the two piles were a number of small flat limestone rocksavernging Scm2
that formed a foundation to the structure. The stone stacks had been constructed in a
shallow roWld pit, Feature 57, that had subsequently filled with a dark greasy soil,
Feature 44. Although the function oflhis feature remained unclear it has tentatively been
interpreted as a pot stand, used to support a soapstone cooking vessel, on the basis of tile
greasy soil surrounding it.
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Feature 40: Stone "Bench"
Feature 40 (plate 3) consisted of an arrangement of flat angular limestone rocks
set closely together to form a "bench" 2.16 m in length by 1.64 m in width, situated to the
immediate south of depression Feature 63. The stones varied in size between 10 cm1 to
22 cm2 and averaged 2-3 em thick. Most ofthe stones were weathered white. Many of
the gaps between the larger stones had been filled with small fire-cracked rocks with
reddish-black discoloration. It is likely that the platform was originally larger, extending
aroWld the central depression, particularly to the west, as many similar sized flat stones
(Feature 43 and Level 4) had eroded down the western slope oCthe depression. However,
it is unclear whether Feature 40 would have extended around the whole of the depression.
If so, many of the SlOnes must have been robbed out, perhaps used by the builders of
subsequent houses at Point Riche. Evidence to suggest that the platform was not
significantly larger comes from looking at the artefact distribution (Figure 31). Feature
40 coincides with a denser distribution of flakes within the house suggesting that this area
was often used for manufacturing stone tools. It is possible that Feature 40 was
constructed to counter the additional wear that this area ofthe dwelling may have
undergone or to demark a fonnalized working area within the dwelling. The southern
limit of Feature 40 stopJX-"<I abruptly to form a gentle semi--eircle that mirrored the
curvature ofthe central depression F63. It is.probable that this line marks the position of
the outer tent wall ofl-louse Feature 30. lbis would give a living surface of
approximately 1.6 m around the central depression leading to a dwelling just over 6 m in
diameter.
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Feature 41: Artefact cluster
Feature 41 was a dense distribution of flakes, cores and artefacts within Level 2
that was situated 1.70 m to the north east of House Feature 30. This distribution and size
ofthe flakes, most of which were ternary, suggesting that this was a primary working
area rather than a secondary refuse deposit.
Feature 42: Compacted earth floor
Feature 42 (Plate 3) was an area of highly compact mid-light grey-brown silty
c1aywith frequent angular grit that formed a platform 1.54 m in width by 3.60 m in
length around the southeastern side ofdepression Feature 63. Feature 43 was not a
deliberately laid deposit but rather represented an area of Level 3 that had undergone a
high degree of compaction, most likely through trampling. The outer limit of Feature 42,
like the stone platform Feature 40, ran in a semi-circlc around the central depression to
mark what is thought to be the outer wall of House Feature 30. lfthis were the case it
would explain why the area had undergone so much compaction. To the cast was a
similar deposit, Feature 45, that was essentially identical to Feature 42 although it
appeared to have been enhanccd through the addition of extra soil to counter the natura!
break of slope of the grolUld and thus produce a levclliving surface around the central
depression, Feature 63. No interface between Feature 42 and Feature 45 was observed as
both consisted of identical soil matrix. A 90 cm gap between Feature 42 and Feature 45
on the western edge of the central depression (Feature 63) marks a possible entrance to
the dwelling.
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Feature 43: Stone and soil fill ofhousc depression
FeatW'e 43 (Plate 3) was a mid grey-brown silty elay with frequent angular grit
and small (> I em) rounded limestone pebble inclusions that filled the central depression
(Feature 63) 10 a depth of 12 em below Level 4. Throughout the deposit were many
angular. flat limestone rocks ranging in size from 9 cm2 to 15 cm2 and averaging 4 em
thick. The stones were most abundant on the southern slope of the depression
immediately below stone platform Feature 40 suggesting that most of the stones were
originally part of that structure, having subsequently eroded into the depression after the
abandonment of the dwelling.
Feature 44: Fill of small pit
Feature 44 was a dark grey-brown silty clay with occasional angular grit
inclusions that filled pit Feature 57 around stones Feature 39. It had a greasy texture that
gave a slightly polished finish when troweled. The dark greasy texture of the soil is
thought to be the possible result of staining from seal fat. If so this staining may support
the interpretation of Feature 39 as a pot stand. Feature 44 also contained a relatively
large concentration of flakes compared to the surrounding area suggesting that it was a
focusofaetivity.
Feature 45: Clay bank
Feature 45 (Plate 3) was a mid grey-brown silty clay with occasional small
rounded limestone gravel and frequent angular grit inclusions that formed a low bank
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3.20 m in length, 1.72 m in width and 0.13 m in depth immediately east ofdepression
(Feature 63). This bank appears to have been deliberately built up in order to level the
ground surface that naturally slopes downwards towards the east. It forms, along with
Feature 42, a platform around the central depression Feature 63.
Feature 46: Large stone (work surface)
Feature 46 (plate 3) was a large flat weathered limestone rock 0.92 m in length,
0.62 m in width and 0.10 m thick.la.id horizontally towards the southeastern comer of
depression (Feature 63). Immediately to the south and partially underlying Feature 46
was a large pit Feature 47. This pit may originally have supported the stone vertically
although no packing stones were observed in or close by the pit. The function of the
stone was unclear, although its placement in the centre of the dwelling suggested that it
'was used as some fonn of surface or bench.
Fealure47:Pit
Feature 47 (plate 4) was a sub-rectangular, almost vertical sided, flat bottomed pit
1.18 m in length, a.70m in width and 0.21 m in depth cut into the ecntre of the southern
face of the central depression Feature 63. It was filled with a mid red-brown silty clay
with occasional small angular stone inclusions less than 2 em3.
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Feature 48: Small stone arrangement
Feature 48 was a collection OffOUf irregular limestone rocks fonning a sub-
rectangular feature 0.65 m in length, 0040 m in ""idth and 0.08 m in height situated just
outside the southeastern comer of the cen1ral depression (Feature 63) on top oftbe
platform (Feature 42). The stones varied in shape and size, the largest measuring 0.33 m
in length, 0.20 m in width and 0.08 m thick. This feature had no clear function. It was
noticeable that the type of limestone used to construct Feature 48 was unweathered,
unlike most of the other limestone features on site, and was identical to the limestones
used to construct Feature 38. It may have been intended to serve a similar function
although no evidence of burning was found on or around Feature 48. Alternatively it
may have acted a pot stand or post pad for a roof support.
Feature 53: Stone slab
Feature 53 was a sub-rectangular eroded flat limestone slab 0.75 m in length, 0.44
m in width and 5 cm thick situated 2 m south west ofl-Iouse Feature 30. Feature 53 is
one of a number of SlOne slabs, including Feature 33, Feature 34, Feature 46 and Feature
61 that are thought (0 be possible work surfaces.
Feature 54: Gravel fill of house depression
Feature 54 was white, rounded limestone gravel mixed with a small amount of
light grey brown silty clay up to 17 cm thick, deposited in the centre of depression
Feature 63. When first identified it was thought to be natural gravel that formed the floor
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of the house depression, the matrix being almost identical to natural gravel Level 5.
However, upon excavation it turned OUI to be redeposited natural gravel that had eroded
into the centre of the house to bury the original floor surface. The surface of Feature 54
does however appear to have been used as a floor during the second phase of occupation
as a large stone slab Feature 46 was placed on it, and postholes Feature 55 and Feature 56
were cut into it.
Feature 55: Stakehole
Feature 55 (plate 4) was a sub-rounded. vertical sided. irregular bottomed
stakehole 0.22 m in length, 0.23 m in width and 0.27 m in depth cut through the gravel
Feature 54 in the centre ofthe depression Feature 63. It was filled with a mid to dark
brown sterile silty clay. Feature 55 ....."85 one ofa nwnberofholes and depressions within
the depression of the house that were also filled with an identical soil matrix. Most of
these were thought to be natural features. Feature 55 was only considered to be a stake-
hole due to its relatively uniform shape and greater depth.
Feature 56: Posthole
Feature 56 (Plate 4) was a shallow, round, V-profile cut 0.24 m in diameter and
0.08 m in depth cut into the base of the northern face of the central depression (Feature
63) through gravel Feature 54. It was filled with a mid-grey brown sterile silty clay.
This feature was originally thought to be a post-hole. its shape being very regular in plan.
However, its very shallow depth would clearly not support a post on its own. It may
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mark the position ora roofsuppon that was held in place by the roof itself or just be a
regular shaped natural depression. oneofa number observed in the cen~ of the
depression.
Feature 57: Pit
Feature 57 (plate 4) was a shallow, sub-rounded pit with flatish base and gently
sloping sides ca. 6ft, 0.70 m in length. 0.66 m in width and 0.09 m in depth cut into
Level 3, 1.20 m east of House Feature 30. It contained the pot stand (Feature 39) and
greasy soil deposit (Feature 44).
Feature 58: Natural soil
Feature 58 was a sterile, orange-brown silty clay subsoil mottled with dark red
brown peaty patches and abwldant angular grit inclusions situated in the oortheastcm
comer ofArea I. It is probably the same as Le""e13, and merely reflects a greater depth
ofnatural deposits in this pan of the site.
Feature 59: Occupation deposit
Feature 59 (plate 4) was a discontinuous spread of highly crushed bone 0.85 m in
length, 0.60 m in width and 0.02 m thick covering the "oar on the eastern side of the
central depression (Feature 63). The bone had been trampled into and partially mixed
with the natural gmvel (LevelS) and represents the occupation horizon belonging to the
first phase of activity to House Feature 30. Associated with the bone were a whetstone, a
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small section of sled runner, and a piece of worked whalebone, lying abandoned on the
house floor.
Feature 60: Cobble axial feature
Feature 60 (Plate 4) was a linear arrangement of sub-rounded limestone cobbles
and rocks measuring 1.44 m in length, 0.78 m in width and 0.14 m in depth aligned
north-south through the centre of the house depression Feature 63. The majority of the
rocks were water worn limestone cobbles ranging in size from 0.08 m to 0.16 m in
diameter. Distributed between these were occasional flat limestone rocks ranging in si.ze
from 0.07 m! to 0.18 m2 and averaging 0.04 m thick. lbis feature tenninated at its
southern end in a large flat eroded limestone slab (Feature 61). It is possible that these
two features were associated to form a central axial feature to House Feature 30.
HO.....llver, it should be noted that directly below the natural gravel Level 5. was another
natural deposit (Feature 62) that consisted of large sub-angular limestone rocks. Feature
60 was located at the deepest part of the house depression and may therefore be a small
exposed section of the underlying gravellboulder dt..-posit (Feature 62). However,
comparison of Feature 60 and Feature 62 suggests that they are two different deposits.
The stones that make up Feature 60 were mostly sub-rounded cobbles under 0.16 m in
diameter. The stone that made up the natural bouJder deposit (Feature 62) were
predominantly sub-angular and tended to be larger.
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Feature 61: Stone slab
Feature 61 (plate 4) was a large flat sub-rectangular eroded limestone slab 0.82 m
in length, 0.69 m in width and 0.03 m thick laid horizontally at the southern end of
central depression Feature 63. It was aligned with stone arrangement Feature 60.
Feature 62: Natural boulders
Feature 62 (plate 5) was a natural deposit oflarge irregular shaped limestone
rocks exposed in the northeastern comer ofcentral depression Feature 63 below Level 5.
The stones ranged in size from 0.12 m" to 0.22 m".
Feature 63: Cut of house depression
Feature 63 (Plate 5) was a sub-rounded, V-profile pit 3.60 m in length, 3.10 m in
width and 0.60 m in depth cut into the natural gravel deposit Level 5 to (onn the central
depression to House FealUre 30. The slope of the walls wa<; more abrupt on the western
and southern sides of the depression averaging 45" compared to 20" to the east and north.
It is probable that this difference was due to natural erosion of the gravel rather than a
deliberate architectural featW'e. It is also probable that the original dimensions ofthe
central depression Feature 63 were smaller, becoming wider with the continual erosion of
the loose gravel into the centre of tile depression.
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Area 2: Level Des~riptions
Level 5: Natural gravel
Level 5 was an undulating deposit ofyeHow-white rOWlded limestone gravel of
unknown depth. It is the only deposit identified in Area 2 that was present in Area 1.
Level 6: Natural silt deposit
Level 6 (plate 5) was a fine ginger-brown silty clay that filled a large hollow in
lhe natural gravel Level 5 that emanated out of the west facing section of Area 2. II
contained no artefacts and is most likely a natural feature.
Level 7: Peat
Level 7 was a loose mottled dark red/orange brown peat 10 cm in depth directly
under the turf in Area 2. It is stratigraphically identical to Level I of Area 1 but clearly
not the same deposit Towards the base of Level 7 the peat became more compact and
sponl1.v and the distinction between it and the deposit below (Feature 50), also a peat, was
somewhat arbitrary, the interface only being discemable by the occurrence of abundant
flakes within Feature 50 rather than changes in the peat matrix itself.
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Area 2: Feature Descriptions
Feature 49: Stone arrangement
Feature 49 (Plate 5) consisted ofa spread of predominantly angular flat limestone
rocks ranging in size from 5 cm2 to 15 cm2 and averaging 4 cm thick, concentrated at the
nonhern and southern ends of Area 2. Many of the stones at the nonhern end of Feature
49 were small angular fire-eracked rocks with red-black discoloration. The stones sat in
a silty peat matrix up to 12 em thick with lTequent grey black "ashy" lenses. The entire
limit of this feature was not defined as it continued under all the section walls. However,
the results from the geophysical survey (Figure 1J) suggested that it is probably
rectangular in shape measuring approximately 5 m in length by 4 m in width. The lack of
stones in the centre of Area 2 corresponded to a gap in the artefact distribution that
dircctly overlay Feature 49.
Feature 50: Peat
Feature 50 consisted ofa mottled ginger to dark red-brown peat deposit up to 10
em in depth with abundant roots directly below the turf. It covered the whole ofArea 2.
The structure of the peat was loose at the swface, becoming increasingly dense and
spongy at depth. Most of the artefacts from Area 2 were found within this deposit.
Fealure 51: Burnt seal fat
Feature 51 (plate 5) was a sub-rounded conglomerate ofbumt seal fat measuring
0.23 m in diameter and 6 em in depth within peat deposit Feature 50. Immediately
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around this conglomemte were many olher individual pieces concentrated at the nonhero
end of Area 2. Immediately below the seal fat (Feature 51) was a bifacially worked
Groswater knife. Associated with the seal fat were a large number of flakes and artefacts.
Feature 52: White sand
Feature 52 (Plate 5) was a crescent shaped lens of fine white sand 1.55 m in
length, 0.35 m in width and 1 mm in depth sandwiched between the peat Feature 50 and
the stone spread Feature 49 situated in the south of Area 2.
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APPENDIX 2
Debitage analysis
Debitage was classified as all unused detacbed pieces ofmaterial produced from
the reduction cran objective piece (Andrefslcy 1998:81). It was divided inlo two
categories: flakes and flake shatter. Flakes consisted ofartefaas that had a discernible
striking platfonn. Flake shaner 10 all pieces that had no morphological characteristics
Flake shatter was not included in the analysis. Once the flake shatter was removed the
flakes were further divided into three categorics: primary flakes, secondary flakes and
tertiary flakes. which relate 10 reduction stages in the production of stone tools. They
were kept deliberately broad in order to maintain consistency with previous seasons of
analysis at Point Riche. Tip flute spalls, a flake diagnostic orlbe manufacture and
maintenance of Dorset harpoon endblades. were identifIed (based on diagnostic attributes
lkscnbed by Pfumct and Lebel. 1997: 48-154) in addition 10 fla.k:es from the three
reduction stages. These were recorded as anefacu and their location recorded separately.
They are not included in the debita:ge analysis.
The morphologicallraits used to distinguish the three reduction stages were based
on a simplified version of characteristics presented by Kooyman (2000:49-55) and from
personal advice from Tim Rast, an expert flint knapper (Table 8).
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Table 8: Reduction Stages and morphological traits u.sed in debitage analysis
Prim. Second. Tertiuv
Morphological R.etativelylarge Flatter and wider Very thin
chncteris:tk size than primary flake
Cortex common Bulb diffuse or Bulb diffuse or
..,....
..".,.
Pronounced bulb Angular platfonn Acute Platform
Platform near 9if Errailurescars, No Errailures
Etrailurescars. fissures and Fissures and
fissures and compression rings compression rings
compression rings on ventral surface on '"cotral surface
on ventral surface
Singiefacet Less pronounced Less pronounced
platform multi-facet platform multi-facet platform
oRen lipped often lipped
Simpledorsa1 Complex dorsal ComplexdOf"Sa!
.,moe surface (more than surface (more than 3
J flake scars) flake scan)
Reductioll luge Core reduction Shaping Finishing
Thinning R<I""""""'"
Biracial reduction Notchino:
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APPENDIX 3
Artdac:t Counts (rom Sites Used in Comparative Analysis
Table 9lisIJI the artefact cowu.s f~ each ofthe sites used in the comparative
analysis with the Point Riche dwdlings. Anefact classes "-ere kept deliberately broad in
an attempt to make the data recorded by individual excavators as compatible as possible.
The counts were obtained from site reports rather than from a fe-examination of the
artefacts themselves. In some instances. where infonnation on particular artefacts types
had not been recorded, the artefact counts were estimated by calculating the mean value
for the given artefact type from all assemblages. For example, the number ofcores had
not been recorded at the Beeches !.ite. The mean percentage ofcores from all sites was
15.03%. The number ofanefaas from Beeclles was recalculated on the basis that 15.03
% ofits assemblage was comprised or cores. While thit was clearly not desirable, given
that the study intended on highlight differences/similarities between the assemblages. it
was the only wa}"ofincluding such sites in the analysis.
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